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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Ever Since the dawn of civilization, man has been striving to unravel 
the mysteries of nature and to understand the structure and purpose of his 
being.  The Tamils, who inhabit the southern part of the sub-continent of India 
have a hoary past.  They undertook a systematic study of nature and its 
elements from which they had developed a highly systematized  medicine 
which is known as “SIDDHA SYSTEM”. 
  
The Siddha system of medicine is well founded on the basic principles 
like “96 thatvas”, “Pancha bootha theory” & “Three humors” after a 
careful and thorough study of the human system and mother nature. 
 
 According to siddha science, the universe originally consisted of atoms 
which contributed to the five basic elements like Earth, Water, Fire, Air and 
ether which corresponded to the five senses of the human body and they 
were the fundamentals of all the corporeal things in the world. 
 
 Humoral pathology explains that the three humors namely Vatha, Pitha 
and Kapha maintain the upkeep of the human body.  The normal orders of 
Vatha, Pitha and Kapha is in the proportion of 1: ½ : ¼ respectively.  The 
maintenance of their normal order ensures the “Preservation of health and 
harmonious functioning of the body”  Any upset in the proportion of the 
three humors causes diseases according to the derangement. 
 
 Siddha science considers nature and man as essentially one.  Man is a 
part and parcel of the universal nature.  Nature functions well ins human 
system.  Universe is macrocosm and man is microcosm. Any changes in the 
macrocosm which gets reflected in the microcosm i.e, man in the form of 
derangement of three humors.  This is due to the imbalance in “Pancha 
bootha” components of human body. 
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 One  of the diseases, which is caused due to the derangement of these 
humors is Karappan (Eczema).  This is a common skin problem all over the 
world.  Its incidence is 2-3% of all medical problems seen in practice.  
Moreover, this is a problem of cosmetics, one should pay much attention in 
treating this.  In Siddha system, initially, herbs and herbal formulations only 
should be administered for any disease.  Depending upon the virulence of the 
disease only, potent minerals and metals should be tried. 
 
  Now – a- days herbal medicines have great scope among the public.  
This is due to, herbs are free from metallic and arsenical toxicities.  
Psychologically, people feel that these herbal drugs are much safer than any 
other synthetic drugs.   
 
 Herbs are the “Millennial Medicines” – they have been around  
forever and will be here forever” 
- Mark Bluementhal 
 
Herbs have been highly valued and uses regularly for thousands of 
years by the people of the world as the medicine of the masses.  Man has 
always searched for that herb that heals the body and soothes the mind. 
 
 The Organoleptic character of the herb “Kurosani 
Omam”(Hyoscyamus niger) is “Karppu” and “Siru kaippu” suvai which 
has “Vayu & Theyu” has its elements.  According to Siddha pathology, the 
“Naadi Nadai” of Karappan is “Iyya Nadi & “Vathathil Ushnam”, Karppu 
Suvvai regulates Iyya thathu.  It is mentioned as 
  
! “uik!Olzqm<miz<!lKvl<!HtqBh<H!
! OskLxs<!osb<BR<!sqjxbl<!.!Ykg<Ogt<!
! givf<!KuIgsh<Hg<!gim<MR<!Sjuobz<zil<!
! sivh<!hiqgivR<!six<X”!
- g{<[silqbl<!
!
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! !
Above all, the herb Kurosani Omam is mentioned for the following 
diseases in Siddha Materia Medica as 
 
 “ouG&k<kqvl<!uikl<!uQiqbfm<!ml<H{<!
! dGOhkq!Bm<gMh<hq!OeiOm!.!lqGgvh<hie<!
! kQvig<!ghlqjuOhil<!osb<bG!Ovisieqobe<xiz<!
! uivi!lbg<gLX!liz<” 
 
 These literary evidences drove the author to select “Kurosani Omam” 
(Hyoscyamus niger) for the management of “Karappan” (Eczema) 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
Aim 
 To evaluate the efficacy of Kurosani Omam Choornam(Powder of 
Hyoscyamus niger)  in the management of karappan (Eczema) 
 
Objective 
 Diseases of the skin are a common occurrence.  Diseases of the skin 
account for a great deal of misery, suffering, incapacity and economic loss.  
Besides this, they are a great handicap in the society because they are 
visible. 
  
 There is a popular adage that “skin patients are never cured and 
never die” 17 
 
 Last of all, the line of treatment should be simple but sure; one should 
not play with potent powerful drugs without knowing their specific side – 
actions.  This could be achieved to a great extent by the timely realization of 
the dangers involved in the use of potent drugs and the promotion of healthy 
teamwork in medical practice.  Economy is important, more so in these days 
of rising cost of medical practice.17 
 
 Also it is mentioned in Siddha literature that  
 “OuIhiV,!kjphiV,!lqR<sqeg<giz<!
! olz<z!olz<z!hx<h!osf<K~vl<!hiOv” 
 
 According to this text, in siddha system the treatment initially starts with 
herbal formulations and so on.These literary evidences drove the author to 
select the herbal drug “Kurosani Omam Choornam” for the management of 
“Karappan” (Eczema).   
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The clinical efficacy of “Kurosani Omam Choornam” has been evaluated 
in the following aspects. 
 
 Collection of evidences in Siddha aspects. 
 Collection of evidences in Botanical aspects. 
 Bio – Chemical analysis. 
 Physical Properties. 
 Preliminary Phytochemical screening of plant constituents. 
 Pharmacological study. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
GOvisi{q!Yll<!.!Kurosani Omam 
Hyoscyamus niger Linn 
 
OuXohbI;21!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!kqh<hqbl<,!giv^ju,!givhq,!giIsju!
!
Vernacular Names: 
Eng : Henbane Seeds, Black Henbane 
Tel : Kurasani Oamamu 
Mal : Kurasani (Omum) 
Kan : Kurasani Voma, Kurasani vadakki 
Sans : Parasikayavani 
Hindi : Khorasani – Ajowan 
 
 -0K!yV!osc!ujgjb!OsIf<kK/!!-ke<!-jz!hs<jsbiBl<!
lR<st<!fqxr<gzf<kkiBlqVg<Gl<;!-kx<G!yVuqk!l{L{<M;!h,g<gt<!
-tlR<st<!fqxlibqVg<Gl</!
! -K!sQjlbqz<!hbqviGl<!h,{<M!-f<kqbiuqZl<,!-lbljzk<okimiqz<!
9111!Lkz<!22111!nc!dbvLt<t!higr<gtqZl<!kieigOu!hbqvigqe<xK/!
!
hbe<hMl<!dXh<H! ;! uqjk!
Sju! ! !!!!!;! giIh<H,!sqXjgh<H!
ke<jl! ! ! ;! ouh<hl<!
hqiqU!! ! !!!!!;! giIh<H!
osb<jg! ! ! ;! dxg<gL{<mig<gq!
! ! ! ! ! kiKouh<hgx<xq!
! ! ! ! ! Kbvmg<gq!
! ! ! ! ! -squgx<xq!
! ! ! ! ! sqXfQI!Gjxhmh<ohVg<gq!
!
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G{l<;!
! -jkh<!hz<zc!Ofib<,!S,kg!uiB,!S,kguzq,!lf<kiv!-jth<H,!
gPk<KOfib<,!Nvl<h!hbqk<kqbl<,!fMg<gl<,!fqjeUk<!kMlix<xl<,!
K~g<glqe<jl,!klvgk<Kch<H!Ngqbjugm<Gg<!ogiMg<gzil</!
! -keiz<!gvh<hie<,!lqGkqbigs<!sqXfQI!gpqk<kz<,!H{,<gpqs<sz<,!
gMh<H, <JbOfib<gt<,!ue<jlg<!GjxU!-jugTl<!OhiGl<!
! ‘ouG&k<!kqvl<uikl<!uQiqbfm<!ml<H{<!
! dGOhkq!Bm<gMh<hq!OeiOm!.!lqGgvh<hie<!
! kQvig<!ghlqjuOhil<!osb<bG!Ovisieqobe<xiz<!
! uivi!lbg<gLX!liz/<!
upg<G;!
! -s<oscbqe<!-jz,!h,,!uqk<K!-jugtqzqVf<K!wMg<Gl<!six<jx!
dzIk<kqbK!Extract Hyoscyamus weh<hMl<!
ntU!;!76!lq/gq!.!431!lq/gq!
! -jk!fqjeUk<!kMlix<xl<,!K~g<glqe<jl,!S,kguzqbqz<!gi[l<!
klvgk<!kch<H!-jugm<Gg<!ogiMg<gzil<!
! -kqz<!kiKouh<hgx<XR<!osb<jg!nkqglib<!njlf<kqVh<hkiz<!
\e<Olf<kqiqbr<gt<,!!Gmz<,!FjvbQvz<!)Suisgisl<*!-u<uqmr<gtqz<!
gi{<gqe<x!wiqs<sjz!lqg!fe<xigs<!sif<kh<hMk<Kl</!
dhObigqg<Gl<!Ljx25!
Â -ke<!S,v{k<jk!Oujtg<G!2!.!3!Ge<xq!wjm!Okeqz<!kqel<!3!
Oujt!ogiMg<gUl</!
Â ½!uqvigoejm!GOvisieq!Ylk<jk!szl<uqm<M!njvk<K!½!Npig<G!
szk<kqz<!gzg<gq!¼ Npig<gig!S{<mg<gib<s<sq!ucgm<c  Oujtg<G!
½!nUe<^ <!uQkl<!kqel<!4!Oujt!sqxqK!Oke<!nz<zK!sIg<gjv!
%m<cg<ogiMg<g!-Vlz<,!g]<mSuisl<!kQVl<!
Â Gpf<jkg<G!Olx<%xh<hm<m!ntuqz<!21.z<!yV!higl<!Ljzh<hizqz<!
ogiMg<gzil</!
Â Gpf<jkgt<!-vU!gizk<kqz<!K~g<gl<!hqcg<gilz<!dhk<kqvul<!
osb<bqe<!nh<OhiK!ogiMg<g!fz<z!fqk<kqjvjb!d{<mig<Gl</!
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Â -ke<!uqjkjbs<!szl<uqm<M!njvk<K!HVuk<kqe<Olz<!kmug<!
g{<kijv!uqiqBl</!
Â -ke<!uqjkjbh<!hqvif<kquqm<M!njvk<K!jg,!giz<,!gQz<uQg<gl<,!
<^kqiQgtqe<!liIH!uQg<gl<,!n{<muQg<gl<!-jugm<G!kmuquv!
uQg<gl<Ohil</!
GOvisi{q!Yll<!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<!
2/!!-vis!nlqIkikqk<!K~t<8/!
! GOvisi{q!Yll<,!! Wzl<,!! ! -zur<gl<,!!!
nkqlKvl<,!!! ! fx<sQvgl<,!! ! gVR<sQvgl<,!!
lgvh<h,,!! ! ! uiz<lqtG,! ! kqh<hqzq,!!
uib<uqmr<gl<,!! ! Gr<Glh<H,!! ! lR<sqm<c,!!
smiliR<sqz,<!! ! gMGOvigq{q,!! kqh<hqzq&zl<,!
sikqg<gib<,!!! ! gqvil<H,!! ! uqSuisq,!!
sqx<xvk<jk,!!! ! sqk<kqv!&zl,<!! fqzuijg/!
osb<Ljx! ;! -ux<jx! YI! wjmbib<k<! K~t<! osb<K,! nkx<G! slligs<!
sIg<gjv!%m<c!kqiqgc!ntU!sih<hqm<M!uvUl</!
kQVl<! Ofib<gt<;! gvh<hie<,! wZl<HVg<gq,! hqvlqbl<,! jg,! giz<,!
djts<sz<,!&zl<,!uik,!hqk<kl<,!ouh<h!uiB!kQVl</!
3/!!-v{h<Hjg26!;!!
GOvisi{q!Ylk<K~t<,!! ohVr<gibl<,!! ! sikqg<gib<K~t<,!!
-zul<hqsqe<!K~t<,!! out<jtGr<gqzqbk<K~t<,! ou{<givk<K~t<,!
ohVr<ogie<jxh<hqsqe<K~t<,!lR<st<K~t<,!! ! Ylk<K~t,<!
Dsqgif<kk<K~t<,!! ! -zqr<gk<K~t<,! lOeisqjzK~t<,!
giiQbnvh<ohic,!! ! ogicOuzqOuIh<hm<jmk<K~t<,! Gg<gqz<K~t<,!
usl<HK~t,<!!! ! out<jth,{<Mk<Okiz<,! !
g <^K~iq!lR<st<K~t<,!! Nuivl<!OuIh<hm<jm!K~t,!
-ju!ujgg<G! 3!uvige<! wjm!-ju!wz<ziux<jxBl<! ye<xigg<!
gzf<K! gz<uk<kqzqm<M! yV! l{q! Ofvl<! fe<xig! njvk<K! ye<xigg<!
gzf<khqe<!wMk<K!juk<Kg<ogit<tUl</!
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! -kqz<!3!uvige<!wjm!K~jt!wMk<Kh<!hR<sqz<!Dm<ch<!Htqbl<Hv{q!
ofVh<hqz<! Ohim<M! Ljxh<hc! Hjg! hqcg<gUl<.! kqel<! -v{<M! kmjuBl<,!
&e<X!fit<!NXOujt!Hjghqcg<gUl<.!-v{k<kqe<!lQKl<!Hjghqcg<gzil</!
kQVl<Ofib<gt<;!Nxik!v{r<gotz<zil<!NXl</!
hk<kqbl<!;!hize<el<!sih<hqmUl<.!lx<oxie<XligiK/!
!
4/!!lif<k!w{<o{b<;27!
! Sg<G,! kqh<hqzq,! Ogi]<ml<,! sikqg<gib<,! lqtG,! Yll<,! sQvgl<,!
gVR<sQvgl<,! ng<gqvigivl<,! nkqlKvl<,! GOvisi{qObill<,! zur<gl<,!
\ikqhk<kqiq,! nvk<jk,! sqx<xvk<jk,! sl<hr<gq! olig<G,! SVt<hm<jm,! gim<M!
sQvgl</!
! -jugt<!ujgg<G!uvigoejm!- 5,!gMGOvigq{q!hzl<!.!½,!lbqI!
li{qg<gl<! Ouiqe<! hm<jm! hzl<! ½,! -jugt<! biUl<! oub<bqzqz<!
dzIk<kqbqck<K! u <^kqvgibR<! osb<K! Lg<gix<hc! uqtg<og{<o{bqz<!
Ohim<M!gzg<gq!juk<Kg<ogi{<M!h,vl<!uqvigeqjm! .! 6,!uqtg<og{<o{b<!
uqm<M! yV! \ill<! njvk<K! Olx<hc! w{<o{bqz<! fe<xigg<! gzg<gq!
S,iqbHml<! yVfit<! juk<okMk<K! gijzbqz<! ds<sqg<gv{<c! uQkl<! )6.8.21*!
fit<!sih<hqmUl<!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<;!
! Olgk<kiz<! uf<k! uqbikqgt,<! uib<v{l<,! ns<svl<,! lif<kl<,!
dm<gib<s<sz,<!g{l<,!n\Qv{l,<!-jugt<!kQVl</ 
hk<kqbl<!;!-s<si!hk<kqbl,<!lQe<,!gVuiM,!lilqsl<!-jxs<sqbigiK/!
!
5/!!lKOlgh<hm<jmk<!K~t<;29!
! Sk<kq! osb<k! hxr<gqh<hm<jmk<K~t<! 4! hzl<! )216gqvil<*!
gmzpqR<sqh<hm<jm,! lqtgvj{! OuIh<hm<jm,! Nuqjv!
OuIhm<jm,osr<gk<kiiqh<hm<jm,! Nuijvuqjk,! fx<sQvgl<,! uiz<lqtG,!
nkqlKvl<,!Ogim<ml<!-ux<xqe<!keqk<keqk<!K~t<!ujgg<G!½!hzl<!)28!½ 
gqvil<*,! GOvisi{q! Ylk<K~t<! 4! uvige<! wjm! )21! ½! gqvil<*,!
-zur<gl<,!sikqg<gib<!-ux<xqe<!keqk<keqk<K~t<!ujgg<G!3!uvige<!wjm!
)8!gqvil<*,!sikqh<hk<kqiqk<K~t<!2!uvige<!wjm/!
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osb<Ljx!;!
! wz<ziux<jxBl<!ye<xigg<!gzf<K!Hm<cbqz<!hk<kqvh<hMk<kUl</!
ntU!;!2!¼!Lkz<!4!½!uvige<!wjm!)6/4gm – 14.3gm) 
nEhiel<! ;! -kEme<! ! 2½! Ge<xq! gVur<g! hx<hk<jk! OsIk<K! Oke<,!
ofb<,! ou{<o{b<! Lkzqbjugtqz<! ye<xqz<! gzf<K! gijz,! lijz!
-v{<M!OujtBl<!½!l{<mzl<!)35!fim<gt<*!ogiMg<gUl</!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<!;!fQIqpqU,!lKOlgl<,!nkq&k<kqv!Ofib<!Ngqbju!kQVl</!
!
6/!!gVh<h!gqvi{q!olPG2;!
! GOvisi{q!Yll<,!!gf<kqBh<H,! hjeouz<zl<!
! -l<&e<jxBl<! slntuib<! wMk<K! gz<uk<kqzqm<M! olPG! hkk<kqz<!
njvk<K!juk<Kg<!ogi{<M!S{<jmg<gibtU!-VOujt!uQkl<! !
!
GOvisi{q!Yll<!OsVl<!hqxlVf<Kgt<!
7/!!Olgk<ok{<o{b<9!!
8/!!gzqr<gikq!S,v{l<!9!
9/!!lgi!%p<hi{<m!gqVkl<9!
:/!!ngk<kqbI!OgimiS,pq29!
21/!!lgi!OgimiS,pq29!!
22/!!uqk<kikq!S,v{l<!29!!
23/!!lKOg!S,v{l<!29!!
24/!!Olg!sR<sQuq!ofb<!29!!
25/!!gqvi{q!kqzkikq!K~t<!29!!
26/!!ghim!sqf<kil{q29!!
27/!!d]<{uiB!-tgl<!29!
28/!!gm<Muikq!lik<kqjv29!!
29/!!lgiOgimiS,iq!lik<kqjv29!!
2:/!!Osf<k!lr<gzk<K!w{<o{b<27!!
31/! ghim!lik<kqjv27!!
32/!!zGbqc!uz<zikq27!!
33/!!gf<kg!vsibel<!32!
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BOTANICAL ASPECTS 
 
Classification of  Hyoscyamus niger L. 
Kingdom              -    Plantae (Plants) 
         Subkingdom        -   Tracheobionta (Vascular plants) 
         Superdivision      -   Spermatophyta (Seed Plants) 
         Division               -  Magnollophyta (Flowering plants) 
         Class                    -  Magnoliopsida  (Dicotyledons) 
         Subclass               -  Asteridae 
         Order                    - Solanales 
         Family                  - Solanaceae (Potato family) 
         Genus                   - Hyoscyamus L. (Henbane ) 
         Species                 - Hyoscyamus niger L( Black henbane)  
 
HYOSCYAMUS NIGER, Linn 
Synonyms :  H. aureus; 
    H. reticulatus 
Vernacular Names: 
 Sans   - Parasikava; Yavani. 
 Eng  - Henbane. 
 Fr  - Jus - quiame noire. 
 Gr  - Afiyum. 
 Hind  - Khurasani – ajvayan; Ajwaina – Kurasam. 
 Ben. & Guj - Korasani – ajowan. 
 Bom  - Khorasani – owa. 
 Hind & Ben - Buzrool. 
 Tel  - Kurasani – Yamani. 
 Tam  - Kurasani – Yomam (Seeds) 
 Arab  - Bazri –ulabanja 
 Kash  - Bugarbhang; Iskiras. 
 Moor  - Katfit 
 Syria  - Ajmalus 
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Habit: 
An erect, viscidly hairy, foetid annual or biennial, up to 5 ft. high, 
occurring in western Himalayas from Kashmir to Kumaon, at altitudes of 5,000 
– 12,000 ft.  Leaves radical and cauline, coarsely dentate to pinnately lobed; 
flowers yellowish green, sessile or sub-sessile, in terminal scorpioidal cymes; 
pyxidium, 0.5 in diam.; seeds numerous, minute, oval or slightly kidney –
shaped, c. 1.5 mm. Long, brown marked with fine but conspicuous 
reticulations.   
 
 The annual form is somewhat slender, unbranched or slightly 
branched; leaves less distinctly toothed than in the biennial; corolla pale with 
poorly developed or purplish veins.  In the biennial form, the aerial stem 
develops only in the second year; in the first year the herb consists mainly of 
roots and a rosette of radical leaves.  Leaves of the first year ovate lanceolate 
or oblong – ovate (6-12 in. x 3-4 in.) with broad flat petioles 2 in. or more in 
length; those of the second year more or less sessile, ovate to triangular 2 –8 
in. x 1-3 in .), cordate; aerial stem coarse and hairy; flowers yellow with purple 
veins. 
 
Habitat: 
 Grows wild throughout the Himalayan range at altitudes of 8,000 to 
11,000 feet and in Kashmir.  H. reticulatus found in Baluchistan and 
Khorasan, is with black seeds and purple flowers.  H. albus has white seeds; 
this is preferred by medical men.  Several species of hyoscyamus grow in 
India.  Three species have thus far been recognized H. muticus grows in large 
patches along the river banks in the west of the Punjab and Sind. 
 
Parts Used: 
 Dried and the fresh leaves, flowering tops and flowers with the 
branches. 
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Chemical Constituents19 : -  
 Leaves contain hyoscyamine, hyoscine, scopolamine, hyosciprin, 
cholin, fatty oil, mucilage, albumen and potassium nitrate 2 p.c.  Seeds 
contain hyoscyamine, a fixed or fatty oil 25 p.c., an empyreumatic oil 
(obtained by destructive distillation) and ash 4 to 5 p.c.  Hyoscyamine is 
isomeric with atropine; it may be split up into hyoscine and hyoscinic acid.  
Hyoscine is a volatile oily liquid about 5 times more powerful therapeutically 
than hyoscyamine. 
 
Alkaloidal Contents20: 
 The total alkaloids present in the various parts of the plant are as 
follows: roots, 0.16; leaves, 0.45-0.08; flowering tops, 0.07-0.10; and seeds, 
0.06 – 0.10%.  Leaves collected from wild or cultivated plants in Kashmir, at 
altitudes above 5,000 ft contain 0.05 to 0.092% total alkaloids.  The alkaloid 
content of tetraploid plants, raised on an experimental scale, has been found 
to be considerable higher; a partial octaploid sample showed an increase of 
34% in total alkaloids.  Henry, 66; B.P.C., 1949, 423; Kapeor et al., loc cit; 
chem., Abstr., 1946, 40, 1631. 
 
Physical Properties20: 
 Hyoscyamus is marketed in more or less compressed, flattened 
masses or broken pieces with a greyish green colour, clammy resinous feel, 
an unpleasant odour and a  bitter, slightly acrid taste.  The official drug 
contains; alkaloids (calculated as hyoscyamine), < 0.05%; ash, >20%; foreign 
organic impurities, >2%; stems with diam, more than 5 mm., >3% Powdered 
hyoscyamus (alkaloids as hyoscyamine, <0.05%) liquid extract (alkaloids as 
hyoscyamine, 0.045-0.055%), dry extract (alkaloids as hyoscyamine, 0.27 – 
0.33%) and tincture (alkaloids as hyoscyamine, 0.0045 – 0.0055%) are also 
official in B.P. (Int. P., I 115 –18; B.P., 270-74; Wallis, 29I) 
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Actions19: 
 Narcotic, 
 Anodyne, 
 Digestive, 
 Astringent and anthelmintic. 
 Leaves and Hyoscyamine are sedative, anodyne, antispasmodic,  
 stimulant and mydriatic in effect.                                      
 Their effect as deliriant are milder than those of belladonna,  
 but  greater as hypnotic, and more preferable to morphia and chloral. 
 
Actions & Uses in Ayurveda & Siddha: 
            It is principally employed as a sedative in nervous affections and 
irritable conditions, such as asthma and whooping cough, and is substituted 
for opium in cases where the latter is inadmissible.   
 
It is also used to counteract the griping action of purgatives and to 
relieve spasms in the urinary tract.  In Veterinary practice, it is used as a 
urinary sedative.  Hyoscyamus leaves have been employed externally to 
relieve pain, but their utility for this purpose is not well established (Kirt & 
Basu, III, 1975; I.P.C. 121; B.P.C., 1949, 42 
  
Katu tikta rasam, ushna veeryam, vata – kapha haram, pachanam, 
ruchyam, grahi, medhakaram, improves agni, soolam, prasava grahani 
(grahani after childbirth).  
  
Action & Uses in Unani – Cold and Dry 3o, in coughs due to phlegm, 
checks nuzla, haemoptysis, hypnotic, sedative, dries the ruthoobath. 
 
Classical Use 22: 
 Charaka prescribed the liquid extract of Turushka internally for cough, 
consumption, pectoral lesions, debility. 
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 Sushruta prescribed Turushka internally in skin eruptions and blood 
poisoning.  
  
Paarsika – Yavaani, mixed with jaggery, was administered with stale 
water for expelling intestinal worms (Vrindamaadhava) 
  
In Unani medicine, Khuraasaani Ajawaayan (not to be confused with 
Ajawaay  or Nankhwah of Unani medicine) was used as a sedative in mental 
and maniacal excitement, epileptic mania, chronic dementia with insomnia, 
convulsions, neuralgia, also as a styptic. The drug was also included in 
antispasmodic, carminative, antiasthmatic compound formulation. Oil extract 
is used externally in rheumatism gout. 
  
In Indian herbal medicine, seeds are used.  In modern medicine, 
leaves and flowering tops are used for preparing tincture Hyoscyamus. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 To evaluate the efficacy, Anti – inflammatory and Anti – histaminic 
activity of  “kurosani omam choornam” in the management of “Karappan” 
(ECZEMA) 
PREPARATION OF THE DRUG: 
Collection of the drug: 
 The drug Kurosani Omam was collected from the indigenous raw drug 
stores, Chennai and it was identified by the botanist of National Institute of 
Siddha, Chennai. 
 
Purification of the raw drug: 
 The seeds of kurosani omam was collected and purified as per 
our Siddha Literature 
 
GOvisi{q!Yll<!Sk<kq;2<4!
! -kje!Okb<k<K!Hjmk<K!l{<j{h<!Ohig<gq!gibjuk<K!wMk<Kg<!
ogit<g!
!
GOvisi{q!Yll<!S,v{l<;!
! GOvisi{q! Ylk<jk! fe<xig! fqpzqz<! dzIk<kq! ohick<K!
u <^kqvgibl<!osb<K!wMk<K!ogit<th<hm<mK/!
!
GOvisi{q!Yll<!S,v{l<!Sk<kq!
! u <^kqvgibl<!osb<K!wMk<k!GOvisi{q!Yll<!S,v{k<Kg<G!ogiR<sl<!
hSuqe<! hiz<uqm<M! hqjsf<K! Gjmuie! yV! l{<sm<cbqz<! hiZl<! fz<z!
k{<{QVl<! siqbtuigg<! gzf<K!Dx<xq! ns<sm<cbqe<! uibqz<! K~b<jlbie!
K{qjbg<! ogiR<sl<! ht<tl<! uqPl<hc! gm<c! nkqz<! Olx<hc! S,v{k<jkh<!
hqm<M!li!juh<hK!Ohiz!juk<K!OlOz!sm<cjb!&c!sf<Kuib<!upq!Nuq!
Ohigikhc!K{q!Sx<xq!nMh<hqe<!Olz<!juk<Kh<!hiz<!S{<m!wiqk<K!wMk<K!
nkje! oub<bqzqz<! dzIk<kq! lXhcBl<! ohick<Kk<! K{qbqz<! ucgm<c!
wMk<Kg<!ogit<th<hm<mK/!
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Intended therapeutic dose  : 1 gm two times a day with milk. 
Route of administration               :  Enteral. 
Diet Restriction   : The importance of diet restriction  
                                                            is mentioned  by our great siddhars as 
“hm<ceq!ohVlVf<K!
zr<g{l<!hvli!uqp<kl<” 23 
 In eczema also siddhars have mentioned some of the food items to be 
avoided while taking treatment for eczema.  Because these food may 
aggravate the signs & symptoms & of eczema like itching, dryness and 
oozing. 
 “ohVGR<!Osit!lqXr<Gl<!ohVl<gl<H!
! uvG!giVme<!uijpbqe<!giobiM!
! djvogit<!higx<!ogtqx<X!lQe<!d{<ccz<!
! uqiqu!kib<g<gvh<!hiE!lqGf<kOk”24 
 Most cases of eczema especially in infants are really food allergies; 
they are reaction of the skin, at a particular time to particular foods.  The 
treatment of such cases is prevention; discovery and avoidance of the 
particular food.  (Justus J. Schifferes, Ph.D., Family Medical encyclopedia). 
 
Storage: 
 The fine powder was stored in a clean and dry airtight container. 
Life span of choornam is 3 months  from the date of preparation.  It 
was used within that period. 
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BIO CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF KUROSANI OMAM 
CHOORNAM 
!
Sl. 
NO 
EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
1. Appearance of the sample Dark green colour  
2. Solubility: 
     a.  A little of the sample is 
shaken well with distilled water 
      b.  A little of the sample is 
shaken well with con Hcl / con 
H2So4 
 
Sparingly soluble 
 
Completely soluble 
 
 
 
Absence of 
silicate 
3. Action Of Heat: 
     A small amount of the 
sample is taken in a dry test 
tube and heated gently at first 
and then strongly 
 
White fumes gas  
not evolved 
 
No brown fumes 
 
Absence of 
carbonate 
 
Absence of 
Nitrate 
4. Flame Test: 
     A small amount of the 
sample is made in to a paste 
with con. Hcl in a watch glass 
and introduced into non-
luminous part of the Bunsen 
flame 
 
Bluish green colour 
flame is not 
appeared 
 
Absence of 
Copper 
5. Ash Test: 
     A filter paper is soaked into 
a mixture of sample and add 
cobalt nitrate solution and 
introduced into the Bunsen 
flame and ignited 
 
Yellow colour flame 
not appeared 
 
Absence of 
sodium 
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PREPARATION OF EXTRACT: 
 5 gm of kurosani omam choornam is weighed accurately and placed 
in a 250 ml clean beaker and added with 50ml of distilled water. Then it is 
boiled well for about 10 minutes.  Then it is cooled and filtered in a 100ml 
volumetric flask and made up to 100ml with distilled water. 
SL.
NO 
EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
I Test For Acid Radicals   
1.  
Test For Sulphate: 
 
a. 2 ml of the above 
prepared extract is taken 
in a test tube, to this, add 
2ml of 4% ammonium 
oxalate solution 
 
b. 2 ml of the above 
prepared extract is added 
with 2ml of dil, Hcl is 
added until the 
effervescence ceases off. 
Then 2ml of Barium 
chloride solution is added 
 
 
 
Cloudy appearance 
present. 
 
 
 
] 
A white precipitate 
insoluble is con, 
HcL 
 
 
 
Presence of 
sulphate. 
 
 
 
 
Sulphate is 
confirmed 
2. Test For Chloride: 
     2 ml of the above prepared 
extract is added with dil. HNo3 till 
the effervescence ceases.   Then 
2ml of silver nitrate solution is 
added 
 
No cloudy 
appearance 
 
Absence of 
chloride 
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3. Test For Phosphate: 
     2 ml of the extract is treated 
with 2ml of ammonium 
molybdate solution and 2ml of 
Con. HNO3 
 
No cloudy yellow 
appearance 
 
Absence of 
phosphate 
4. Test For Carbonate: 
    2 ml of the extract is treated 
with 2ml of magnesium sulphate 
solution 
No Cloudy 
appearance 
Absence of 
Carbonate 
5. Test For Nitrite: 
    1 gm of the substance is 
heated with copper turning and 
concentrated H2So4 and viewed 
the test tube vertically down 
 
No characteristic 
changes 
 
Absence of 
Nitrate 
6. Test For Sulphide: 
     1 gm of the substance is 
treated with 2 ml of Con. Hcl 
 
Colourless, no 
rotten egg smelling 
gas 
 
Absence of 
sulphide` 
7. Test For Fluoride & Oxalate: 
     2ml of extract is added with 
2ml of dil acetic acid and 2ml of 
calcium chloride solution and 
heated 
 
No cloudy 
appearance 
 
Absence of 
fluoride and 
oxalate 
8. Test For Nitrite: 
     3 drops of the extract is 
placed on a filter paper, on that 2 
drops of acetic acid and 2 drops 
of benzidine solution is placed. 
 
No reaction 
 
Absence of Nitrite 
9. Test For Borate: 
     2 pinches of the substance is 
made into paste by using sulphuric 
acid and alcohol (95%) and  
introduced into the blue flame 
 
Bluish green colour 
flame appeared 
 
Presence of 
Borate 
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II  Test For Basic Radicals 
1. Test For Lead 
     2 ml of the extract is added with 
2ml of potassium iodide solution 
 
No yellow 
precipitate 
 
Absence of 
lead 
2. Test For Copper 
a. One pinch of substance is 
made in to paste with con. Hcl 
in a watch glass and introduced 
into the non – luminous part of 
the bunsen flame. 
 
b. 2 ml of extract is added with 
excess of ammonia solution 
 
No blue flame 
 
 
 
 
 
No blue precipitate 
 
Absence of 
copper 
 
 
 
 
Absence of 
copper 
3. Test For Aluminium: 
     To the 2ml of the extract sodium 
hydroxide is added in drops to excess 
 
No characteristic 
changes 
 
Absence of 
aluminium 
4. Test For Iron. 
a. To the 2ml of extract add 2 ml 
of ammonium thiocyanate 
solution. 
 
b. To the 2ml of extract add 2ml 
ammonium thiocynate solution 
and 2ml of con HNo3 is added 
 
 
Blood red colour is 
not appeared 
 
No red colour 
developed 
 
Absence of 
Iron 
 
 
Absence of 
Iron 
5. Test For Zinc 
          To 2ml of the extract sodium 
hydroxide solution is added in drops to 
excess      
 
White precipitate 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
Zinc 
6. Test For Calcium 
         2ml of the extract is added with 
2ml of 4% ammonium oxalate solution 
 
Cloudy appearance 
white precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
Calcium 
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7. Test For Magnesium 
     To 2ml of extract sodium hydroxide 
solution is added in drops to excess 
 
White Precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
magnesium 
8 Test For Ammonium: 
     To 2ml of extract few ml of 
Nessler’s reagent and excess of 
sodium hydroxide solution are added 
 
Mild reddish brown 
colour is not 
appeared 
 
Absence of 
ammonium 
9. Test For Potassium: 
    A pinch of substance is treated with 
2ml of sodium nitrate solution and 
then treated with 2ml of cobalt nitrate 
in 30% glacial acetic acid 
 
Yellowish 
precipitate is not 
obtained 
 
Absence of 
Potassium 
10. Test For Sodium 
     2 Pinches of the substance is 
made into paste by using Hcl and 
introduced in to the blue flame, of 
Bunsen burner 
 
Yellow colour flame 
not appeared 
 
Absence of 
Sodium 
11. Test For Mercury 
     2 ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml of sodium hydroxide solution 
 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Absence of 
Mercury 
12. Test For Arsenic: 
     2ml of extract is treated with 2ml of 
silver nitrate solution 
 
No brownish red 
precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Absence of 
Arsenic 
  III.   Miscellaneous:   
1. Test For Starch: 
     2 ml of extract is treated with weak 
Iodine solution 
 
No blue colour 
developed 
 
Absence of 
starch 
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2. Test For Reducing Sugar: 
    5 ml of Benedicts qualitative 
solution is taken in a test tube and 
allowed to boil for 2 minutes and 
added 8 to 10 drops of the extract and 
again boil it for 2 minutes. The colour 
changes are noted 
 
No colour changes 
 
Absence of 
Reducing 
sugar 
3. Test For The Alkaloids: 
a. 2ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml of potassium iodide solution. 
b. 2ml of extract is treated with 2ml 
of picric acid. 
c. 2ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml of phosphotungstic acid 
 
 
No red colour 
develops 
 
Yellow colour 
develops 
White precipitate 
obtained 
 
 
 
 
Presence of 
alkaloid 
Presence of 
alkaloid 
4. Test For Tannic Acid: 
    2 ml of extract is treated with 2ml of 
ferric chloride solution 
Black precipitate is 
obtained 
Presence of 
Tannic acid 
5. Test For Unsaturated 
Compound: 
    To the 2ml of extract 2ml of 
potassium permanganate solution is 
added 
 
 
Potassium 
Permanganate is 
not decolourised 
 
 
Absence of 
unsaturated 
compound 
6. Test For Amino Acid: 
      2 drops of the extract is placed on 
filter paper and dried well 
 
Violet colour 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
amino acid 
7. Test For Albumin: 
     2 ml of the extract is added with 
2ml of ESBOCH’S reagent 
 
Yellow colour 
precipitate is 
formed 
 
Presence of 
albumin 
!
!
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8. Test For Type Of Compound: 
    
 2 ml of the extract is treated with 2ml 
of ferric chloride solution 
 
 
 (i)  No green colour 
developed 
 
 
 
(ii) No red colour 
developed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(i) No violet colour 
developed 
 
 
 
 
(iv).  No blue colour 
developed 
 
 
 
 
(v)  Black colour  
      developed 
 
 
 
(1)Absence of 
oxyquinole 
epinephrine 
and  
 pyrocatechol
(ii) Anti 
pyrine 
Aliphatic 
amino acids 
and meconic 
acid are 
absent 
 
(iii) Apo 
morphine  
salicylate and 
resorcinol are 
absent 
(iv)Morphine, 
Phenol, 
cresol and 
hydro –
quinone are 
absent 
(v) Presence 
of Tannin 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 
1.  Loss on drying: 
 Five grams of Kurosani omam choornam is heated in a hot  oven at 
40oC to constant weight.  The percentage of loss of weight was calculated. 
2.  Determination of ash value: 
 Weigh accurately 2-3 grams of Kurosani omam choornam in tarred 
platinum or silica dish and incinerate at a temperature not exceeding 450oC 
until free from carbon, cool and weigh.  Calculated  the percentage of ash with 
reference to the air dried drug. 
3.  Acid insoluble ash: 
 Boil the ash for 5 minutes with 25ml 1:1 dilute HCI.  Collected the 
insoluble matter in Gooch – crucible on an ash less filter paper, wash with hot 
water and ignite, cool in a dessicator and weigh.  Calculate the percentage of 
acid insoluble ash with reference to the air dried drug. 
4.  Water soluble ash: 
 To the Gooch crucible containing the total ash add 25ml of water and 
boil for 5 minutes.  Collect the insoluble matter in a sintered glass crucible or 
on ash less filter paper.  Wash with hot water and ignite in a crucible for 15 
minutes at a temperature not exceeding 450oc.  Subtract the weight of the 
insoluble matter from the weight of the insoluble matter from the weight of the 
ash; the difference of weight represents the water soluble ash.  Calculate the 
percentage of water soluble ash with reference to the air dried drug. 
5. Water soluble extractive value 
6. Alcohol soluble extractive value 
Successive Extraction: 
1. Hexane extraction. 
2. Chloroform extraction 
3. Methanol extraction. 
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PRELIMINARY PHYTOCHEMICAL 
SCREENING OF PLANT CONSTITUENTS 
 
PREPARATION OF THE EXTRACT: 
 
 Stir a small porkon of the solvent free chloroform, alcoholic and water 
extracts separately with a few drops of dilute Hcl or dilute acetic acid and 
filter.  The filtrate may be tested for various alkaloidal reagents as follows:. 
SL.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
1. Test For Alkaloids
a. Mayer’s Reagent:  Take a 
pinch of dried extract and add 
2ml of dilute HCL, mix and 
filter. To  the filtrate add a 
drop of Maeyer’s Reagent 
 
b. Dragon Drafts Reagent:  
Take a pinch of extract add 
2ml of 2% acetic acid mix 
thouroughly and filter.  To the 
filtrate, add a drop of dragon 
droff’s reagent. 
 
 
 
White coloured 
precipitate 
appeared 
 
 
 
 
Orange brown 
precipitate 
appeared 
 
 
Presence of 
alkaloid 
 
 
 
 
 
Presence of 
alkaloid 
2. Test For Carbohydrates: 
Molisch’s Test:    
       Dissolve small quantities of 
alcoholic and aqueous extract 
separately in 4ml of distilled water 
and filter.  The filtrate may be 
subjected to molisch’s test. 
 
No violet coloured 
ring 
 
Absence of 
carbohydrate 
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3. Test For Glycosides: 
    Take a pinch of air dried extract in 
a watch glass and add 2 drops of 
alcohol to dissolve the extract and 
add equal quantity of anthrone, mix 
thoroughly and dry it.  Then add one 
drop of con H2So4 with a glass rod, 
spread the spot in to a watch glass. 
Heat thin film of about 2cm diameter 
in the watch glass over the water 
bath 
 
 
 
Appearance of dark 
green colour 
 
 
 
Presence of 
Glycoside 
4. Test For Sugars 
Febling Test:     To the extract or 
powder in water add equal quantity 
of fehling’s solution A and B after 
heating 
 
Bride red 
precipitate is not 
obtained 
 
Absence of 
sugar 
5. Test For Steroids: 
a.  Libbermann Burchard Test for 
Sterols: 
     Residue or 1 mg of test 
substance was dissolved in a few 
drops of chloroform 3 ml of acetic 
anhydride was added followed by 
drops of Con. H2So4 
b. Libbermann (or) Salkowaski Test 
for steroidal Glycosides: 
   The powder or extract in 
chloroform is treated with con. H2So4
 
 
 
Appearance of 
bluish green colour 
 
 
 
 
Apperance of red 
colour 
 
 
 
Presence of 
sterols 
 
 
 
 
Presence of 
steroidal 
Glycosides 
6. Test For Saponin: 
Foam Test:   Dilute 1ml of alcoholic 
and aqueous extracts separately with 
distilled water to 20ml and shaken  a 
graduated cylinder for 15 mts 
 
A 1cm layer of 
foam /copius lather 
is not formed 
 
Absence of 
saponin. 
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7. Test  For Tannins: 
     Take a small quantity of alcoholic 
and aqueous extract separately in H20 
and tested for presence of tannins by 
adding dilute Fecl3 solution (5%) 
 
Black colour 
precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
tannins 
8. Test For Phenolic Compounds: 
     Dilute 1ml of alcoholic and 
aqueous extract separately with 
distilled water and filter and test for 
the presence of phenolic compounds 
 
Bluish green colour 
is obtained 
 
Presence of 
phenolic 
compound 
9. Test For Proteins And Free Amino 
Acids: 
Millon’s Test:   To the filtrate of water 
extract add few drops of Millons 
reagent 
 
 
Reddish brown 
precipitate is 
obtained 
 
 
Presence of 
proteins 
10. Test For Terpenoids: 
Salkowaski Test: 
    Take a pinch of dried extract in a 
dry test tube, add a bit of tinfoil and 
0.5ml of thionyl chloride.  Heat it 
gently 
 
 
Pink colour is not 
developed 
 
 
Absence of 
terpenoids 
11. Test For Flavonoid: 
     The extract is added with alcohol 
and filters it. To the filtrate, pieces of 
magnesium and con. HCL is added 
drop wise and heated 
 
Magenta colour 
develops. 
 
Presence of 
flavonoid 
12. Test For Anthocyanin: 
   The extract is treated with sodium 
hydroxide solution 
 
No formation of blue 
– violet colour 
 
Absence of 
anthocyanin 
13. Test For Coumarins: 
    The extract is treated with 10% 
Nacl 
 
No formation of 
yellow colour 
 
Absence of 
coumarins 
14. Test For Quinones: 
     To the test substance, sodium 
hydroxide is added 
 
Blue green colour is 
not developed 
 
Absence of 
Quinones  
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INVIVO ANTI-INFLAMMATORY ACTIVITY 
OF KUROSANI OMAM CHOORNAM 
 
Animals 
               Wistar albino rats of either sex (180-200gms) were housed in 
standard cages. They were provided with food, water & adlibitum. The rats 
were kept for acclimatization before the experimental sessions. The studies 
were approved by the CPCSEA and the local animal ethics committee. 
Animals were divided into three groups of six rat in each group, one as 
control, another one as standard and the last one is test group. From the 
preliminary toxicological study the therapeutic dose level was fixed as 
50mg/kg. 
 
 
CARRAGEENAN INDUCED RAT PAW OEDEMA 29 
 
     Animals were treated with saline (10ml/kg), Diclofenac sodium 
(5mg/kg)1 formulation (50mg/kg) orally for control, standard & test group 
respectively. After 30 minutes, Acute inflammation was induced by subplantar 
injection of 0.1ml of 1% freshly prepared suspension of carrageenan in to the 
right hind paw of each rat .The paw volume was measure at 0,1, 3, 6 and 9h 
after the injection of carrageenan using Plethysmometer. Mean increase in 
the volume of oedema was measured and the percentage inhibition was 
calculated. 
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ANTI-HISTAMINIC ACTIVITY OF KUROSANI 
OMAM  CHOORNAM 
  Male guinea pig weight of 450 g is used. Overnight fasted animals are 
used to get better response of drugs on intestinal smooth muscle. Histamine 
stock solution 1mg/ml, physiological solution is Tyrode. 
 
 Procedure  
The guinea pig is sacrificed by a blow on the head and carotid 
bleeding. Cut open the abdomen and lift the ceacum to trace the ileoceacal 
junction. Cut and remove a few centimeters long of the ileal portion and 
immediately place it in the watch glass containing Tyrode solution. Trim the 
mesentery and with gentle care clean the contents of the ileum by pushing the 
Tyrode solution into the lumen of the ileum. Utmost care should be taken to 
avoid any damage to the gut muscle. Cut the ileum into small segments of 2-3 
cm long.  
          Take one piece of ileum of 2-3 cm long and tie the thread to top and the 
bottom ends without closing the lumen, and mount the tissue in the organ 
bath containing Tyrode solution maintained at 32-35ºC and bubbled with O2 or 
air. A tension of 0.5 g is applied and the tissue is allowed to equilibrate for 30 
min before adding drugs to the organ bath.  
Record concentration dependent responses due to histamine using 
frontal writing lever. Contact time of 30 sec, and 5 min time cycle are kept for 
proper recording of the responses.  
Record at least 4 concentration dependent-responses due to 
histamine.    
           Add Kurosani omam choornam to the reservoir contaning Tyrode 
solution and irrigate the tissue with  Kurosani omam choornam containing 
Tyrode for 30 min.    
         Repeat the concentration - response curve of histamine in the presence 
of  Kurosani omam choornam. 
          Lable and fix the tracing and plot the graph as done in the earlier 
experiments 
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RESULTS AND OBSERVATION 
 
Results of Bio – Chemical Analysis: 
The given sample contains 
@ Sulphate 
@ Zinc 
@ Borate 
@ Calcium 
@ Magnesium 
@ Tannic acid 
@ Tannin  
@ Amino acid 
@ Albumin 
@ Alkaloid 
 
Results of Standardisation Parameters 
 
1.  Loss on drying     - 0.29% 
2.  Total Ash Value    - 17% 
3.  Water soluble ash   - 13.5% 
4.  Acid Insoluble ash   - 6% 
5.  Water Soluble extractive value  - 32% 
6. Alcohol soluble extractive value  -34% 
 
Successive Extraction: 
 
1. Hexane Extraction - 6.35% 
2.  Chloroform Extraction  - 11.09% 
3.  Methanol Extraction  - 0.60% 
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RESULTS OF PHYTOCHEMICAL SCREENING 
OF PLANT CONSTITUENTS 
 
The given sample of the drug kurosani omam choornam   
contains 
Alkaloids 
Tannins  
Phenolic compounds 
Sterols 
Steroidal glycosides 
Flavonoids  
Glycosides  
Proteins 
 
RESULTS OF ANTI-INFLAMMATI\ORY ACTIVITY 
OF  KUROSANI OMAM CHOORNAM 
 Table no. 1 
Group Percentage of inflammation at time (h) 
0 1* 3* 6* 9* 
Control 34.22±0.
01 
39.52±0.
01 
83.67±0
.01 
109.64±0
.01 
124.82±0
.02 
KOC 50mg/kg 35.27±0.
00 
13.25±0.
01 
24.45±0
.02 
26.22±0.
01 
66.44±0.
02 
Diclofenac sodium 
(5mg/kg)1 
35.25±0.
00 
11.85±0.
01 
12.54±0
.01 
18.34±0.
01 
38.27±0.
01 
Data expressed as ± SEM and values are compared with control *P<0.01. 
(n=6) 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 The drug Kurosani omam Choornam was selected to find its efficacy 
in the management of karappan.  
 The literary evidence from gunapadam mooligai text strongly supports 
the anti–inflammatory and antihistaminic activity of the drug . 
Bio-chemical analysis of the drug kurosani omam choornam reveals 
the presence of sulphate, Zinc, Borate, Calcium, Magnesium, Tannic acid, 
alkaloid, amino acid, albumin & Tannin. 
Sulphate: 
 Sulphates are the salts of sulfur.  Sulfur is known as healing mineral.It 
aids every cell in the determination of toxic substances through agitation. 
Sulfur aids functions in enzyme reactions and protein synthesis and is 
important in cellular respiration.   
 
Zinc: 
 Zinc helps in the function of enzyme superoxide dimutase(SOD) ,which 
is an anti- oxidant .Thus it cures eczema by scavenging free radicals. 
 
Borate: 
 Borates are the salt of boron.  Boron is a dynamic trace element that 
can affect the metabolism or utilization of numerous substances involved in 
life processes including calcium, copper, magnesium, nitrogen, glucose, 
triglyceride, reactive oxygen and estrogen (Nilesen, 1987) 
 
Calcium:27  
Calcium is essential to the health of the skin, a lack of which will cause 
welts, eczema and sores, cracks  in the skin.Calcium lactate ,a saltof calcium 
helps in preventing eczema. 
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Magnesium: 
 Magnesium is necessary for calcium and VitaminC metabolism.When 
combined with calcium, acts, as a natural tranquilizer; It is called as ‘anti-
stress’ mineral.  It improves the blood circulation and keeps the skin healthy 
and glowing.One of the causes of eczema is “mental stress”. Magnesium 
gives relief from mental stress.Thus it cures eczema. 
 
Tannic acid: 
 The properties of tannic acid are Anti – bacterial, Anti – dermatotic, Anti 
– Septic and anti – ulcer properties.  Thus it works well in eczema and other 
skin infections. 
 
Albumin:27 
  Albumin is a major source of sulphydryl groups, these “thiols” 
scavenge free radicals (nitrogen and oxygen species).   Albumin may be an 
important free radical scavenger in sepsis. 
 
Phenolic compounds: 
 It has very good anti – inflammatory properties.  It is often used in 
arthritis and other inflammatory disorders. 
 
Proteins:27 
 Proteins are the building blocks of human body, organs, tendons, 
muscles, nail, hair, skin, glands are made up of proteins.  Proteins are 
essential for normal keratinization mechanism of skin and for maintaining of 
texture of normal skin.  Its deficiency may causes scaling, peeling and 
dryness of the skin.  
 
The pharmacological studies shows that,  
In acute anti-inflammatory study, the drug  kurosani omam choornam 
has significant anti-inflammatory activity at the dose of 50mg/kg. It is proved 
that the test drug controls the volume of oedema induced from 0 hr to 9th hr . 
Also the values from 1st – 9th hr are statistically significant, it is 
mentioned in the table no.1. 
In anti-histaminic study, the test drug kurosani omam choornam 
significantly inhibited the activity of histamine. 
Siddha Aspects:  
The organoleptic character of the herb “Kurosani omam” is karppu 
suvai & Siru kaippu suvai, which has “Vayu + Theyu” and “Vayu + 
Aagayam” has its elements respectively.  According to siddha pathology,  the 
“Naadi Nadai” of karappan is “Iyyanadi” & “Vathathil Ushnam”, karppu 
suvai regulates  Iyya thathu. 
It is mentioned as 
 uik!Olzqm<miz<!lKvl<!HtqBh<H!
! OskLxs<!osb<BR<!sqjxbl<!.!Ykg<Ogt<!
! givf<!KuIgsh<Hg<!gim<MR<Sjuobz<zil<!
! sivh<!hiqgivR<!six<X39!
- g{<[silqbl<!
Kurosani omam also contains “Siru kaippu” suvai, kaippu suvai 
causes elevation of Pitha thathu.  This pitha thathu inturn regulates Iyya 
thathu.  Because pitham as “Thee Kooru” which regulates Iyya thathu.  
This is mentioned as 
“Osk<Kl!olPf<kqVg<gqx<!kqk<kqh<H!fiuq!OzXl<!
Wk<kqb!gsh<H!lQxqz<!wPl<hqMl<!hqk<kliGl<”28 
- ngk<kqbI!fic!
In Gunapadam Mooligai text, Kurosani omam is indicated for the 
following diseases. 
“ouG&k<kqvl<!uikl<!uQiqbfm<!ml<H{<!
dGOhkq!Bm<gMh<hq!OeiOm!.!lqGgvh<hie<!
kQvig<!ghlqjuOhil<!osb<bG!Ovisi{q!obe<xiz<!
uivi!lbg<gLX!liz<.” 
From the above text, it is understood that the kurosani omam regulates 
vatha & kapha thathu and is indicated for karappan. Thus it can be given in 
the management of karappan. 
SUMMARY 
 
 The drug Kurosani omam choornam has been selected for this study 
to evaluate its efficacy in the management of karappan. 
 
 The literature collection reveals that the kurosani omam choornam has 
Anti-inflammatory and anti-histaminic activity which can be given in the 
management of karappan.  
Bio-chemical analysis of the drug kurosani omam choornam reveals 
the presence of sulphate, borate, zinc, calcium, magnesium, tannic acid, 
alkaloid, amino acid, albumin and tannin. 
 
 Phytochemical screening of plant constituents of the drug kurosani 
omam choornam showsthe presence of alkaloids, glycosides, sterols, 
steroidal glycosides, tannin, phenolic compounds, proteins and flavonoids. 
 
 The pharmacological study shows that the drug has anti-inflammatory 
activity and it effectively reduced the volume of induced oedema. 
 
In anti-histaminic study, the test drug kurosani omam choornam 
significantly inhibited the activity of histamine. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
  From the pharmacological studies, I conclude that the drug Kurosani 
omam choornam has significant anti-inflammatory activity and anti-histaminic 
activity. Thus it gives us a new hope in the management of karappan.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Siddha system of medicine, is one of the ancient systems of medicine, 
the roots of siddha are intertwined with the mythology and culture of ancient 
Tamil civilization that existed in the southernmost tip of the Indian Peninsula, 
predating much of recorded history. The unique nature of this system is its 
continuous service to humanity for more than five thousand years on 
combating diseases and in maintaining its physical, mental and moral health. 
 Mythologically, the origin of Siddha is attributed to God Siva, who is 
supposed to have given down it to his consort Parvathi (Sakthi), who in turn 
passed on the sacred knowledge to Nandhi, from whom it was transmitted to 
siddhars. It was explained by saint Yogi as follows. 
  “njmuie!Nbt<Ou!kf<ke<!jek<kie<!
! ! ! JbVOl!nl<jlkeg<!gVtqs<!osb<b!
! ! fjmuie!nl<jlBl<ff<!kqg<Gs<!osiz<z!
! ! ! ff<kqBOl!sQmIgTg<!gVtqs<!osb<bk<!
! ! kjmuie!ke<uf<kqiq!nSuq!eqg<Gs<!
! ! ! slvslil<!ngk<kqbLeq!OkjvbIg<G!
! ! fjmuie!iq]qOkuI!osie<e!F~zqe<!
! ! ! OfIjl!obz<zil<!uquvlib<!fqgp<k<kqOeOe/” 
       - b,gq! juk<kqb! sqf<kil{q!
! It is easy to believe that in south India, the Siddha system 
flourished earlier than the other systems because the southern 
peninsula is believed to be the cradle of the human race.  
 Man is viewed as an epitome of the universe.  He is regarded as 
the microcosm and the world, the macrocosm. What exists in the world 
exists as well in the man. According to siddha fundamental philosophy, 
all the living and non –living things in the world are formed by the 
combination of five elements (Pancha bootha).  Due to  the five fold 
combinations of these elements (Panchikarnam), all the suvai, three 
humors are formed.   
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This is explained as 
 “JujgobEl<!h,klikqjb!uGk<kkEt<!
! Nsvsv!Ohklie!bijuBl<!uGk<K”1!
 All the things in this world are classified as three types 
1. Mineral origin 2.  plant original 3. Living being 
The minerals are further classified as 
1. Metals   –   11 
2. Salts  –   25 
3. Pashanas –   64 
4. Uprasas   – 120. 
Of these, the salts (Kara – sarum) are less toxic and more safety.  
Merely  most of these salts are the constituents of human physiology.  Theses 
salts have the properties of five elements within themselves.  So, they can be 
given to the diseases caused due to derangements of three humors. 
Gunmam (Peptic ulcer) is a more common disease in the world.  About 
10% of the adults are getting affected by this disease at some times in their 
life.  According to siddha pathology, Gunman is caused due to derangement 
of Vatha, Pitha. Though Vatha & pitha derangements are mentioned as 
aetiology for Gunmam, predominantly vatha derangement is the main cause 
for Gunmam. 
This is understood from the text 
 “okimIuik!hf<klziK!Ge<ll<!uviK”! .!OkjvbI!
 
The drug “Panchalavana Mezhugu” is a compound drug 
containing five salts.  It is indicated for all types of Gunmam.  The salts 
having “uppu” suvai controls “Vatha”  humor.  It is mentioned in text as 
“uikOl!zqm<miz<!lKvl<!HtqBh<H”  - g{<[silqbl<!
 
Thus the drug “Panchalavana Mezhugu” having five salts is indicated 
for 8 types of Gunmam in the text “Sikitcha ratna deepam”.  This may be 
because of the “Uppu” suvai only.  These literary evidences drove the author 
to chose the compound drug “Panchalavana Mezhugu” for the management 
of Gunmam (Peptic ulcer). 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVE 
 
Aim: 
 
 To evaluate the Anti-ulcerogenic action and efficacy of Panchalavana 
mezhugu in the management of Gunmam 
 
Objective: 
 In this fast and mechanical world, due to globalization, anything is 
possible for man.  He can reach the other pole of the earth in a day; the earth 
has been shrunken for him as a village.  Due to this human beings have 
undergone lots and lots of changes is their day -to-day life, food and habits. 
 Because of this, he is prone to get affected by many diseases due to 
stress and strains. The factors like stressful life, habits of smoking, alcohol 
consumption, consuming packed & readymade foods are causing damage to 
his Gastro – Intestinal tract and causing diseases like peptic ulcer, GERD, 
Carcinoma of stomach, hemorrhoids, etc. 
 In Siddha system of medicine, Siddhars have mentioned that food and 
habits are the causative factors for peptic ulcer diseases. 
“gblie!GmzqEt<Ot!gz<Zlq!ofz<ZliOl!
! gz<oziM!lbqviBt<t!gsmK!Gmzqx<!hx<xq!
! olz<zqb!gqVlqogi{<M!Ge<lOfib<!lVUr<!giO{” 
- hvvisOsgvl<!
“osb<bie!Ge<lk<kqe<!Okix<xf<ke<jes<!
osh<hqmOu!KuIh<hie!ohisqh<hqeiZl<!
olb<bie!lr<jgBme<!lVuziZl<!
szqh<hiZl<!Ge<ll<!uf<kjmBl<!hiOv” 
- B,gqsqf<kil{q/!
!
Also they have indicated many herbal and herbo – mineral 
preparations for Gunmam (Peptic ulcer) 
In Modern system of medicine, many synthetic drugs are indicated for 
symptomatic treatments also having side effect like head ache, dizziness, 
confusion, dry mouth, Urticaria, Abortifacient, sliarhoea etc., 
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But in the view of siddhars, the drug “Panchalavana mezhugu is very 
effective in the treatment of Gunmam (Peptic ulcer) without any adverse 
effects. 
Our present objective of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of 
Panchalavana Mezhugu is the following aspects. 
@ Bio – Chemical analysis 
@ Methodology for standardization parameters. 
@ X- Ray fluorescence spectrometry study 
@ Toxicological study 
@ Pharmacological analysis. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
GUNAPADAM  ASPECT 
givsivl<;!
! “dr<gf<ki! Eh<Hujg! -Vhk<jkf<K”! weh<! OhigI! 3111! we<x!
F~zqz<! %xqbqVh<hkiz<! givsivr<gt<! -Vhk<jkf<kiGl</! -ju! -bx<jg!
osbx<jgobe!-VujgBt<!nmr<Gl<! ! -bx<jg!dh<H! hk<K,! osbx<jg!
dh<Hh<!hkqjef<K/!
-bx<jg!dh<H!212!
2/!!S,me<! 3/!sQel<!4/!h,fQX!5/!ujtbZh<H!6/!hs<jsg<!gx<h,vl<!
7/!!gz<Zh<H!8/!!gxqBh<H!9/!!ohie<el<hI!!:/!!lQel<hI!21/!gmz<Fjv!
we<he!-bx<jg!dh<hil</!
osbx<jg!dh<H26/!
2/!!-f<Kh<H!!3/!ohim<cZh<H! !4/!our<givl<! !5/KVS! 6/! wum<sivl<!!
7/!fuis<sivl<!!8/!sk<kqs<sivl<!9/!Wgl<hs<sivl<!!:/!ogf<kqBh<H!!!
21/kqziu{l<!22/ogf<kqzu{l<!23/!gib<s<Szu{l<!24/!hqmizu{l<!!!
25/!sqf<Kzu{l<!!26/!!gisqzu{l<!we<he!osbx<jg!dh<hiGl</!
!
! OlZl<!hR<sH,k!nch<hjmbqz<!givsivl<!36l<!hz!hiqUgtig!sqk<kI!
F~z<gtqz<! %xh<hm<Mt<tK/! ! kuqv! hR<sUh<H! wEl<! yV! hqiqUl<!
%xh<hm<Mt<tK/!njubiue, 
2/!!gxqBh<H!3/!-f<Kh<H! 4/!!ujtbZh<H! 5/!!gz<Zh<H!6/!oucBh<H!
we<he!NGl</!!
! Olx<%xqb!hR<sUh<Hgtqz<!ujtbZh<H,!gz<Zh<H,!gxqBh<H!Ngqbju!
-bx<jg!dh<H!hqiquqZl<,!-f<Kh<H,!oucBh<H!Ngqbju!osbx<jg!dh<H!
hqiquqZl<!nmr<Gl</ 
hR<s!dh<hqe<!G{l<;!
! “fQvijl!nx<Hkh<H{<!ofR<Suzq!liGe<ll<!
! Ohvig<!gqvg{qhq!zQg!lf<kl<!.!kQvig<giz<!
! uqR<sUh<jhg<!Gg<gqOfib<!olb<s<S,jz!Bl<hxg<Gl<!
! hR<s!dh<jhk<!kqe<Er<giz<!hiI” 
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! Jf<K!dh<hqeiz<!fQvil<hz<,!nx<Hkh<!H{<,!ofR<Suzq,!Ge<ll<,!
fim<hm<m!gqvg{q,!-mh<him<Cvz<!ohVg<gl<,!lf<kl<,!uiB,!gh!ubqx<X!Ofib<,!
S,jz!Lkzqbe!kQVl</!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!hR<szu{l<!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<!
2/!!Jf<Kh<H!osf<K~vl<6;!
! Jf<Kh<H! .! 286! gqvil<,! ue<eqhm<jms<! six<xizim<c! uqz<jz! osb<K!
dzIk<kq! )ue<eqh<hjmbqe<! siX! wMk<k*! sg<jgbiz<! gusl<! osb<K!
ogsHmlqm<omMg<g! osf<K~vliGl<! gpR<S! wjm! Okeqz<! gzf<K{<{! Ge<ll<,!
uib<U!kQVl<!-s<sihk<kqblqVg<gUl</ 
3/!!sivk<K~zikqs<!S,v{l<4;!
OsVl<!svg<Ggt<!;!!
gz<Zh<H,!! ! gxqBh<H,!! -f<Kh<H,!! ujtbZh<H,!
! oucBh<H,!!! ogicOuzq,!!kqh<hqzq,!! Yll<,!!
lqtG,!! ! ogik<Klz<zq,!sQvgl,<! ohie<LSm<jm,!
smiliR<sqz<,!! kqh<hqzq&zl<!)njek<Kl<!sl!wjm*!
osb<Ljx!;!Ljxh<hc!Sk<kqk<K!-ck<K!S,v{qk<Kg<!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
kQVl<hq{qgt<!;!Ge<ll<!hsqlf<kl<!hqk<kl<!nkqsivl<!nsQv{l<!kQVl</!
4/!!nm<mGe<lg<GOmiiq4;!
 ujtbZh<H,!! oucBh<H,!! -f<Kh<H,!! gxqBh<H,!!
gz<Zh<H,!! ! our<givl<,!!out<Tt<tq,!gMG,!!
ohVr<gibl<,!! Yll<,!! kqiqgMG,!! usl<H,!!
wum<sivl<,!! ! fuis<sivl<,!gMg<gib<,!! sUg<givl< ,!OfIuiel<!
)njek<Kl<!sl!ntU*!
osb<Ljx! ;! -ux<jx! K~t<! osb<K! Okr<gijbg<! g{<! kqxf<K!nkx<Gt<!
-m<M! &c! Hmk<kqz<! jug<g! Ou{<Ml<! Ym<ce<! ouf<k! l{l<! uVl<OhiK!
outqbqozMk<K!YM!fQg<gq!njvk<K!juk<Kg<!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<!;!w{<!ujg!Ge<lLl<!kQVl</!
!
!
!
!
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5/!!sr<gk<!kqviugl<4;!
! ohim<cZh<H!! wum<sivl<!
! ujtbZh<H! lbqz<Kk<kl<!! njek<Kl<!sl!wjm!!
! -f<Kh<H! ! sk<kqs<!sivl<!
! gz<Zh<H!
! gxqBh<H!!!
osb<Ljx!;!
 -ux<jxh<! ohic!osb<K!dzIk<kq!Gh<hqbqzq<m<M!uib<&c! sQjzl{<!
osb<KzIk<kq! uiZgibf<kqvk<kqz<! juk<K! gimig<gqeqbib<! wiqk<K!
nkqzqVf<K!ucBl<!fQjv!hQr<gieqz<!Osgiqk<K!juk<Kg<ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<;!Ge<ll<!!
6/!!Ge<lg<!GOmiiq!olPG;!
! -f<Kh<H,! gz<Zh<H,! Osix<Xh<H,! dpl{q,! ujtbZh<H,!
oucBh<H,! our<givl<,! fuis<sivl<,! kqiqgMG,! Yll<,! gqvil<H,! Olic,!
Ogi]<ml<,!ohVr<gibl<!-jugt<!ujgg<G!2!hzl</!
! ! ! diqk<k!H,{<M! .!6!hzl<!
! ! ! hjeouz<zl<! .!6!hzl<!
! ! ! Oke<! ! ! .!6!hzl</!
osb<Ljx!;!
! -jugjt! gz<uk<kqzqm<M! -tgqb! hkl<! uVl<! lm<Ml<! njvk<K!
kqel<! -VOujt! sqX! S{<jmg<gibtU! dm<ogit<t! Ge<ll<,! lf<kl<,!
nsQv{l<,!hqk<kuib<U!kQVl</!
7/!!fudh<H!olPG2;!
! gxqBh<H,! -f<Kh<H,! ujtbZh<h,! ohim<cZh<H,! nLiqBh<H,!
gz<Zh<H,!&r<gqZh<H,!hijxBh<H,!h,fQX!-jugt<!ujgg<G!¼ hzl<!)!9/86!
gqvil<*!uQkl<! fqXk<okMk<Kh<! hi{<mk<kqzqm<Mk<!Kl<lm<cs<siX,!Nuqe<! hiz<!
%m<ck<!Kk<kqOuI!ogi{<M!Spx<xq!l{z<!Ohig<gq!uck<Kg<!gib<s<s!S{<cb!
hqe<! ou{<jlbiGl</! ! -kjeg<! gz<uk<kqzqm<M! uQvl<! 2! hzl<! )46gqvil<*!
gi<h<H,vl<!½!hzl<!)28/6!gqvil<*!kqiqgMG!4!uvige<!)23/7!gqvil<*!uitl<!¼!
hzl<! )9/86! hzl<*! OsIk<Kk<! kqiqhjzg<! GcfQviz<! 2! sill<! )4! l{q*!
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njvk<okMk<Kh<! hqxG! Ljzh<hiz<! uqm<M! 2! sill<! )4! l{q*!
jlOhizjvk<K!olPgig<gqg<!ogit<tUl</!
ntU!! ;!lqtgtU!
fittU!! ;!¼!l{<mzl<!
Kj{lVf<K!;!hjeouz<zl<!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<!;!w{<ujgg<!Ge<ll<,!S,jz,!lOgikvl<,!gqvf<kq!
8/!!!nm<m!Ge<lk<Kg<G!kQhig<gqeqs<!S,v{l<!!
9/!!!hR<szu{s<!S,v{l<!!
9.      sQR<si]iv!umgl<  
21/!!gVr<Ogipq!S,v{l<!!
22/!!kbqIs<S{<c!S,v{l<!!
!
-f<Kh<H!
SODIUM CHLORIDE IMPURA ROCK SALT 
!
OuXohbIgt<2;!
! jsf<kul<,! sqf<K~vl,<! sf<kqvEh<H,! lkq%Ijl,! lkqBh<H,! lqf<kis<!
osiz</!
gqjmg<Glqml<;!
! -u<Uh<H! sqf<K! Oksk<kqZl<! hR<sih<! umOlx<Gh<! higr<gtqZl<!
h,lqbqzqVf<K!oum<c!wMg<gqe<xiIgt</!!!
!
Sk<kq2;!
2/ -f<Kh<jh! gicbqz<!&e<X! fit<!Dxh<Ohim<M! oub<bqzqz<!dzIk<kq!
wMg<gs<!Sk<kqbiGl</!
3/ -f<Kh<jh!gic!nz<zK!out<tim<M!fQiqz<!&e<X!fipqjg!lk<kqk<K!
oub<bqzqz<!dzIk<kqg<!ogit<t!Sk<kqbiGl</!
!
!
!
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osb<jg2!;!
 lzlqtg<gq!
 ngm<Muib<ugx<xq!!
 sqXfQI!ohVg<gq 
 hsqk<kQk<K~{<c!
ohiKG{l<2;!
! “nm<mGe<l!lf<kl<!nsqIg<gvR<S,I!sQkhqk<kf<!
! Km<mjubl<!fich<H{<!Omimr<gt<!.!ogm<mlzg<!
! gm<Muqm!uqf<jkbg<!gilqbOfib<!ue<gvh<hie<!
! uqm<Muqm!uqf<Kh<jh!uqt<” 
ohiVt<;!
! -f<Kh<hqeiz<! w{<uqk! Ge<ll<,! ! nzsl<,! nsqIg<gvl<,! ghhqk<kl<,!
ghikqg<gl<,! fvl<Hg<gqvf<kq, kqiqOki]l<,! lzhf<kl<,! uq]l<,! Sg<gqzl<,! gh!
dhkl<hl<!gMue<!Ngqb!Ofib<gt<!fQr<Gl</!
lVk<Ku!dhObigr<gt<2;!
 Okgk<kqz<!STg<G!uf<kiz<!-f<Kh<jh!hx<X!Ohimizil<!
 uzqBme<!%cb!uQg<gr<gTg<G!-jks<!S,mig<gq!yx<xml<!-mzil</!
 -f<Kh<jh!-tR<!S,mie!ouf<fQiqz<!gjvk<K!uif<kqjb!d{<Mh{<{!
dhObigqg<gzil</!
 ng<gqeqlf<kl<,! Ofk<kqv! Ovigl<,! gqvf<kq,! kihel,<! ghhqk<kl<, wzq!
uq]l<! -jugTg<G! -jk! Ohkqg<Gt<! ogiMk<K,! fz<z!
G{r<g{<mkig! mig<mI! oliaqkQe<! ]iQh<! nuIgt<!
osiz<zqBt<tiIgt</!
2/!hqk<kg<!g]ibl<;!
! fqziuijv,! Osil<H,! Sg<G,! ogik<klz<zq! ujgg<G! ½! Okizi! )7!
gqvil<*!uQkl<!ye<xqv{<mib<!-ck<Kg<!giz<hc!)436!lqzqm<*!fQIuqm<M!hikqbib<!
GXg<gqh<! hqjsf<K!ucgm<c!nkqz<! Okghzk<kqx<Ogx<h!-v{<M! )9/5! gqvil<*!
Lkz<!Jf<K!)32!gqvil<<*!uvigoejm!ujv!-f<Kh<jh!gzg<gq!dm<ogit<t!
OhkqbiGl</!
!
!
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3/!!-f<Kh<H!S,v{l<;!
! -f<Kh<H! 2!hr<G,!sQvgl<! 2! hr<G,!Yll<! 5! hr<G,!kqh<hqzq! 9! hr<G,!
Sg<G!27!hr<G,!gMg<gib<!43!hr<G!uQkl<!fqXk<okMk<k!K~t<gjtg<!gzf<K!
ogit<tUl</!
! ntU!;!2!Okizi!)23!gqvil<*!
! kQVl<Ofib<gt<!;!ng<gqeq!lf<kl<!uif<kq!lOgikvl<!kQVl</!
4/!!Okr<gib<]ivl<;!
! fQVt<t!Okr<giobie<jx!wMk<K!nkqz<!yV!g{<j{k<!okijtk<K!
nkx<Gt<! -f<Kh<jh! fqXk<K! okijtjb! njmk<K! fe<xib<! yV! l{<!
sQjz! osb<KzIk<kqh<! Hmlqm<M! dh<jh! wMk<Kg<! ogit<tUl<! -u<Uh<jhs<!
sqxh<hib<! d{U! sQv{liGl<OhiK! Okie<Xl<! ubqx<X! uzqg<Gl<!
nsQv{k<kqx<Gl<!jgbitziole<X!sg<gvkk<kI!%XuI/!
 fqziujvs<! s,v{l<! yV! hr<G,! Sg<G,! lqtG,! Yll<,! uib<uqmr<gl<,!
sbqf<k! zu{l<! )-f<Kh<H*! -ux<xqe<! S,v{r<gt<! ujgg<G!¼ hr<G!
sIg<gjv!3!¼!hr<G!uQkr<gzf<K!juk<Kg<ogi{<M!ye<X!Lkz<!)5/3!
gqvil<! -v{<M! uvigoejm! )9/5! gqvil<*! ogiMg<g! ubx<Xh<Hsl<!
ubqx<Xuzq!lzhf<kl<!Lkzqbe!fQr<Gl</!
!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!-f<Kh<H!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<!
2/!!nm<m!S,v{l<!4;!
! sQvgl<,!gVR<sQvgl<,!Yll<,!-f<Kh<H,!Sg<G,!lqtG,!kqh<hqzq,!gib<f<k!
gVOuh<hqjz!ujgg<G!2hr<G,!!uXk<k!ohVr<gibl<!1/8!hr<G!
osb<Ljx!;!njek<jkBl<!Sk<kqk<K!-ck<K!S,v{qk<K!juk<Kg<!ogit<t!
Ou{<Ml</!
nEhiel<!;!Osix<xqe<!Olz<!juk<K!ofb<Bme<!gzf<K!d{<{!Ou{<Ml</!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<;!Ge<ll,<!kQVl<!hsq!d{<miGl<,!uikl<,!hqk<k!lf<kl<!kQVl<!
lzSk<kqbiGl</!
3/!!sle<!S,v{l<4;!
! -f<Kh<H,! ohVr<gibl,<! wum<sivl<,! gz<Zh<H,! gMg<gib,<! Sg<G,!
uib<uqmr<gl<,!GOvisi{q,!Yll<!njek<Kl<!sl!ntU/!
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osb<Ljx! ;! Olx<g{<m! svg<Ggjt! uXk<Kk<! K~t<! osb<K! ogit<t!
Ou{<Ml</!
kQVl<! hq{q! ;! Ge<ll<,! nsQv{l<,! lf<kl<,! ubqx<Xh<hqsl<,! hqk<kl<,! hi{<M,!
gilijz!gisl<!Suisl<!S,jz!uqS,pq!kQVl<!lzSk<kq!NGl</!
4/!!Gl<lm<cg<!Gpl<H;!
Ljx!;!Gl<lm<cg<gib<s<siX,!hps<siX,!out<Tt<tqs<!siX,!ofis<sqs<!siX,!
-R<sqs<siX!-ju!ujgg<G!yV!hc!-jugjt!yV!hik<kqvk<kqz<!OsIk<K!
sqXkQbqz<! wiqk<K! Gpl<H! hg<Guk<kqz<! -vsl<,! -zqr<gl<,! ohVr<gibl<,!
-f<Kh<H,!our<givl<,!gMG,!lR<st<,!ouf<kbl<,!lqtG,!gif<kl<,!OfIuitl<!
ujgg<G!2!¼ uvigoejm!wMk<K!ohicg<g!Ou{<cbjugjth<!ohick<Kl<!
njvg<g!Ou{<cbjugjt!njvk<Kl<!Olx<hc!Gpl<hqz<!OsIk<K!njvk<K!
sqXkQbqz<!gq{<cg<!gq{<c!hpl<Htqh<!hkk<kqz<!-xg<gUl</!
ntU!;!K~Ktr<gib<!hqvli{l<!gijz!yV!Oujt!lm<Ml<!!
nEhiel<!;!hje!ouz<zl<!
kQVl<hq{q! ;! Ge<ll<,! ohVubqX,! fQvijl,! lOgikvl<,! hi{<M,! guqjs,!
uib<U!kQVl<!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!-f<Kh<H!OsVl<!hqx!lVf<Kgt<!
2/ fu!uqR<si]iv!umgl<3!!
3/ figvikq!S,v{l<4!!
4/ lgihqvsik!-Ozgqbl<4!
5/ gzqr<gikqob{<o{b<37/!
6/ our<giv!lik<kqjv5!!
7/ fiBVuq!dh<hikq!Gpl<H5!!
8/ hR<szu{!hx<hl<5!!
9/ sqk<kqv&zikqk<K~t<8!!
:/ us<sqvuz<zq!K~t<8!
21/ -R<sq!ofb<8!
22/ out<jt!h,{<M!-tgl<8!
23/ sLk<kvih<!hp!ofb<!8!!
24/ Sg<G!ofb<!8!!
25/ sivg<!gm<M8!!
26/ sr<G!kqviugl<8!!
27/ zu{g<!gm<M8!!
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28/ siLkvs<!S,v{l<9!!
29/ hbqvus<!S,v{l<9!!
2:/ s{<Lg!S,v{l<9!!
31/ Ge<l!Gmiiqs<!S,v{l<9!!
/gz<Zh<H!
OuXohbIgt<2;!
! ! ! gmx<GVuq!
OuXohbIgt<!7;!!ne<e!%Ijl! ! gmx<GVuq!
! ! ! nXSjus<!sikq! ! Oujz!fQI!
! ! ! fuIs<sz!lixq! ! gilq!
! ! ! Leq!&k<kqvl<! ! gVh<he<!
! ! ! lqVk<kqb!ogf<kl<! ! oum<moutq!uqlze<!
! ! ! Gc!ogMk<Okie<! ! npx<!osiiqf<k!Uh<hq!
! ! ! duVh<hqe<!G{l<! ! uikl<!sjlg<G!zu{l<!
! ! ! nvg<gq! ! ! Gsue<!
! ! ! Nbue<! ! ! Ouke<!
! ! ! duIg<give<!! ! ogit<tq!
gz<Zh<hqe<!hqxh<H;!
gqjmg<Glqml<;!
!
! -K!-bx<jg!ujg!dh<Hg<gtqz<!ye<X/!!gmZg<Gt<!ljzOhizg<!
gm<cbib<h<! hijxbib<! utIf<K! fqx<Gl<! we<Xl<,! gm<ceg<giz<! giqbqz<!
ohie<Ohiz<! fqe<X! dVgqbiMole<Xl<,! lx<x! dh<Hgjt! olz<z! olz<zg<!
giq!Gck<K!uqMole<Xl<!%xh<hm<Mt<te/!
Sk<kq2!
! gz<Zh<jhg<!gick<!k{<{Qiqz<!hqsxq!hqxG!=vk<jkk<!K{qbqz<!
Kjmk<K!oub<bqzqz<!dzIk<kqg<!ogit<ts<!Sk<kqbiGl<!
ohiK!G{l<;!
! “JblXR<!S,jz!bOvisqhqk<kR<!sk<kqobiM!
! oub<bhq{q!bm<mGe<ll<!uqm<OmGl<!.!ohb<ujtOb!
! uiklkq!kigl<!lzg<gm<Ml<!OhiLzgqx<!
! OgikX!gz<Zh<jhg<!ogiM!
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! gz<Zh<hqeiz<!ghl<,!Gk<kz<,!nVsq,!hqk<kl<,!uif<kq,!d]<{uiB,!
w{<uqk!Ge<ll<,!uikOfib<,!lzhf<kl<,!fiuxm<sq!OhiGl</!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!gz<Zh<H!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<!
2/!!gz<Zh<Hs<!osf<K~vl<2<;!
 gz<Zh<H! 5! hzl<! )251! gqvil<*! -vsl<! 2! hzl<! )46! gqvil<*! -ju!
-v{<jmBl<! gzuk<kqzqm<M! uqz<us<! six<xqeiz<! -v{<M! sill<! )7l{q*!
njvk<okMk<Kg<! Gjgbqzqm<M! djzbqz<! juk<Kh<! hPg<g! Dk! l{q!
OhiziGl<! -kje!Nxuqm<M! wMk<Kg<! gz<uk<kqz<! ohic! osb<K!Ngisk<!
kiljvs<! siX! uqm<M! fie<G! sill<! )23l{q*! njvk<K! hqz<jzk<! km<cg<!
gibjuk<Ks<! sqz<zqm<Ms<! sQjz!osb<K!LpHmlqm<M! wMg<gUl</! !-u<uqkl<!
Jf<K!Hml<!Ohim<miz<!os<fK~vliGl</!
ntU!;!h{oujm!)599!lq/gq*!
Kj{!lVf<K!;!Oke<!!
kQVl<!Ofib<gt<!;!w{<ujgg<!Ge<ll<,!ofR<osiqU,!S,jz,!S,kguiB!kQVl<</!
3/!!hR<szu{!hx<hl<5;!
! -f<Kh<H!! .!! 2!hzl<!
! gz<Zh<H! .! 2½ hzl<!
 -jugjt! gz<uk<kqzqm<M! Dlk<jk! -vsl<,! gt<tqh<hiz<,!
Gh<jhOleqs<siX,! wVg<ge<siX! -jugtqz<! LjxOb! keqk<keqOb!
njvk<K! uqz<jz! osb<K! gibjuk<K! Ym<czqm<M! sQjz! osb<K! Hmlqm!
hx<hliGl</!
ntU!;!2.!3!Ge<xqbtU!
kQVl<!hq{qgt<!;!Ge<ll,<!uiB!kQVl<! !
4/!!siLkvs<!S,v{l<;!
! -f<Kh<H! gz<Zh<H! Yll<! gMg<gib<! kqh<hqzq! -R<sq! ohVr<gibl<!
uib<uqmr<gl<! slligs<! OsIk<K! S,v{qk<K! Ohi\eR<! osb<Bl<OhiK!Lkz<!
ne<ek<kqz<! 4! uqvigoejm! S,v{k<jkBl<! 6! uvigoejm! hSuqe<!
ofb<BR<OsIk<K!sih<hqm!9!ujg!Ge<ll<!kQVl</!
5/!gz<Zh<H!osf<K~vl<9;!
! yV! OsI! gz<Zh<jh! ohiMkjz,! Ngisk<kiljv,! jgbif<kgjv,!
wZlqs<sl<hpl<! -jugtqe<! six<xiz<! keqk<keqOb! yV! sill<! njvk<K!
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yu<ouie<xqZl<! yV!gUkiiq! Hml<! Ohim<M! wMk<K!½ !uvigoejm!uQkl<!
ogiMg<g!Ge<ll<!kQVl<!
6/!!lgihqvsik!-Ozgqbl<4!
7/!!gzqr<gikqob{<o{b<37!!
8/!Ogipq!hx<hl<3!!
9/!ohVr<gib!S,v{l<3!!
:/!kbqIS{<c!S,v{l<5!!
21/!sivg<gm<M8!!
22/!!sQek<kqviugl<8!
23/!!gMg<gib<!umgl<8!
!
gxqBh<H!
 SODIUM CHLORIDE  
COMMON SALT TABLE SALT 
!
OuXohbIgt<2;!
! gxqBh<H,!Osix<Xh<H, gmZh<H,!uQm<Mh<H,!-zu{l<,!sLk<kqv!zu{l</!
gqjmg<Glqml<!2;!
! -bx<jgbqz<! gmOzivr<gtqz<! S,iqbouh<hk<kqeiz<! gmz<fQI! S{<c!
dh<hiuK{<M/! ! osbx<jgbqz<! gmOzivr<gtqZt<t! ntI! fqzk<jks<!
sQIhMk<kqh<!hik<kqgm<c!gmz<fQjvs<!sqX!uib<g<giz<!upqbigg<ogi{<MOhib<g<!
ogiR<sr<!ogiR<slib<!nh<hik<kqgtqz<!hib<s<sq!jug<g!S,iqb!ouh<hk<kqeiz<!
hik<kqbqZt<t! fQI! ux<xq! dh<H! fqzk<kqz<! djxBl</! -u<uiX! he<Ljx!
osb<b! dh<H! yPr<gie! hm<jmgt<! lqGf<k! sqX! htqr<G! gx<gtib<k<!
Okie<Xl</! ! dh<H! oke<eqf<kqbiuqz<! osb<B,I,! S,eil<OhM,! lvg<gi{l<,!
nkqvil<hm<cel,<! NXlgOeiq,! K~k<Kg<Gc! Ohie<x! -mr<gtqz<!
hbqiqmh<hMgqxK/!
G{l<;!
! dh<hqx<G!l{lqz<jz/!!-K!giqh<Hs<!SjuBl<!wtqkqz<!fQiqz<!gjvBl<!
ke<jlBl<!djmbK/!!sivibk<kqz<!gjvbiK/!
!
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osb<jg!;!!!
 hsqk<kQk<!K~{<c!!
 lzl<Ohig<gq!!
 uif<kqB{<mig<gq!!
 HPg<ogiz<zq!!
 Ljxouh<hgx<xq!
dh<hqe<!lVk<Kuh<!hbe<gt<;!
 dmx<G!Ou{<cb!ohiVt<gtqz<!dh<Hl<!ye<xiGl</!
 dh<hqx<Gl<!GVkqg<Gl<!sl<hf<kl<!nkqgl<!dt<tK/!
 uqbIju,!g{<{QI,! sqXfQI!-jutqe<! upqbib<!dmzqzqVf<K!dh<H!
outqh<hMl</!
 dh<H!-jvh<jhs<!osiqg<G!fQjv!nkqgh<hMk<Kl</!
 nkqK~zOfib<,! Osijh,! kigl<,! sVlOfib<! Ngqbjugtqz<! dh<jh!
sig<gvjkbib<!upr<g!Ou{<Ml</!
 gmZh<hqz<!nObice<!we<x!ohiVt<!sqxqb!ntuqz<!-Vh<hkiz<!-K!
g{<mg<gpjz,!g{<mlijz!uvilz<!kMg<Gl</!
 -K!dlqp<fQjvBl<!-jvh<jhs<!osiq!fQjvBl<!nkqgh<hMk<kq!hsqjbk<!
K~{<cg<!gib<gxq!d{jus<!osiqh<hqg<Gl</!
 dh<H!stq,!Ogijp!-jugtqe<!dx<hk<kqjb!lm<Mh<hMk<Kl</!
 3!Lkz<!5!uvigoejm!fQiqz<!gzf<K!ogiMg<g!uif<kqbiGl</!
 nkqg!ntuqz<!ogiMk<kiz<!Ohkqjb!d{<Mh{<[l</!
!
dh<hqe<!ohiKG{l<;!
!! “ntk<kqZjx!fz<Zh<!hez<uikl<!lix<Xr<!
! gtk<KOfib<!ke<jeg<!gjtBr<!.!gqjtk<kgh!
! NSjmb!uz<jzOfib<!n]<mGe<l!Ll<Ohig<Gf<!
! gisqeqBt<!liOk!gpX” 
! dh<hqeiz<!hqk<kuikl<,!g{<mg<gpjz,!ghl<,!gz<zQvz<!Ofib<,!
w{<ujgg<!Ge<ll<!Lkzqbe!fQr<Gl</!
!
!
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Sk<kq2;!
2/ gxqBh<H!2!hzk<kqx<G!)46!gqvil<*!osr<Gujts<!s&zs<siX!7!hzl<!
)321gqvil<*! uqm<Mg<! gijz! Lkz<! lijz! ujv! oub<bqzqz<!
jug<gUl</! ! -u<uqkl<! 7! fim<gTl<! gijzbqz<! NX! hzl<! )321!
gqvil<*!osr<Gujts<!s&zs<siX!HkqK!Hkqkig!uqm<Ms<!S,iqbHmk<kqz<!
jug<gUl</!!hqe<H!3!fit<!Olx<hc!siXuqmilz<!S,iqbHml<!juk<Ks<!
siX!Suxq!ux{<mhqe<! :!Nl<!fit<!gijzbqz<! 7!hzl<! )321gqvil<*!
gVr<Gujts<!s&zs<siX!uqm<M!S,iqbHml<!jug<gUl</!!-u<uqkl<!7!
fim<gt<! osb<K! 3!fim<gt<! siX!uqmilz<!S,iqbHml<!juk<K!nkqz<!
Le<uqm<m! siXl<! Suxqehqe<! 28! Nl<! fit<! 7! hzl<! )321! gqvil<*!
gPfQI!uqm<Ms<! S,iqbHml<!jug<gUl</! !-u<uqkl<! 7! fim<gt<! osb<K!
LcuqZl<! 3! fim<gt<! gPfQI! uqmilz<! oub<bqzqz<! juk<KzIk<kq!
wMk<Kg<!ogit<ts<!Sk<kqbiGl</!
3/ dh<jh!WPhr<G!fQI!nz<zK!gicfQI!uqmMg<!gjvk<K!ucgm<c!
gib<s<sqg<!Gpl<Hh<!hg<Guk<kqz<!-xg<gq!-tR<S,m<cz<!hps<siX!
nz<zK!OliI!sqxqK!uqm<M!oub<bqzqz<!gibjug<g!dh<H!djxBl</!!
-u<uqkl<!21!Ljx!osb<b!nK!Sk<kqbiGl</!
4/ dh<jh!uijpg<gm<jm!fQI!uqm<M!gjvk<K!ucgm<cg<!gib<s<sqg<!
Gpl<Hh<!hg<Guk<kqz<!-xg<gq!-tR<S,m<cz<!hps<siX!sqxqK!uqm<M!
oub<bqzqz<!gibjuk<K!wMg<g!dh<H!djxf<K!Sk<kqbiGl</!
5/ dh<jhg<!gmz<fQI!nz<zK!ljpfQI!uqm<Mg<!gjvk<K!ucgm<cg<!
gib<s<sqg<!Gpl<H!hg<Guk<kqz<!-xg<gq!oub<bqzqz<!gibjuk<K!wMg<g!
dh<H!djxf<K!Sk<kqbiGl</!
!
upg<gqz<!hbe<hMl<!uqkl<2;!
 dh<jh!fQIuqm<M!njvk<K!uqmg<gcuibqe<!lQK!hx<xqm<M!nez<!
gi{<hqg<g!uqmOugl<!GjxBl</!
 dh<jh! fQiqz<! gjvk<K! nk<oktqfQjvk<! Okt<! gcg<Gg<!
g{<{qz<!sqz!Ktqgt<!uqm!uqml<!fQr<Gl</!
 dh<jh!yV!Okg<gv{<cbtU!wMk<K!4¼!Npig<G!)657!lqzq*!
ouf<fQiqz<! gjvk<Kg<! ogih<htqg<gk<! oki{<jmg<gm<M,!
oki{<jm!uQg<gl<,!!hz<!=X!uQg<gl<!fQr<Gl</!
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 hz<! Okb<g<gs<! osb<bh<hMl<! hx<ohicgtqz<! dh<jhs<!
OsIh<hK{<M/!
 gikqOzEl<! Gb<bk<kqOzEl<! =,! wXl<H,! nm<jm! -jugt<!
HGf<K! ogi{<miz<! nux<jx! outqh<hMk<k! dh<H! fQjvh<!
hib<s<SuK{<M/!
 dh<Hg<! gjvk<k! fQjv! Nseupqbqz<! osZk<k! gQp<g<!
GmzqZt<t!gQiqh<!H,s<sqgjt!outqh<hMk<Kl</!
 gicg<givl<!kqe<X!uqmlqk<kuIgTg<G!dh<jh!fQiqz<!gjvk<Kg<!
Gch<hqg<g!n0K!nkeiz<!d{<mil<!fR<js!Lxqg<Gl</!
 lQe<,! lilqsl<,! gib<gxq! -jugt<! nPgqg<! ogmilz<!
-Vh<hkx<G!dh<jhs<!OsIk<K!himl<!osb<uiIgt</!
!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!gxqBh<H!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<;!
2/!!gxqBh<H!osf<K~vl<!2;!
! Sk<kq!osb<k!Osix<Xh<H!6!hzk<kqx<G!)286!gqvil<*!¼!hc!)436!lqzq*!
Ngibk<! kiljvs<! siX! uqm<M! njvk<K! sqXuqz<jzgt<! osb<K!
S,iqboeitqbqz<! dzIk<kqs<! sQjz! osb<K! 21! uxm<cbqz<! HmlqmUl</!!
-u<uiX!lQ{<Ml<!:!Ljx!Hmlqm!dbIkvs<!osf<K~vliGl<!!
ntU!! ;! 2.3!niqsqobjm!)76!lqgq!.!241!lqgq*!
kQVl<!hq{q! ;! uikGe<ll<! S,xiutqg<GLe<! wkqIh<hm<m! hm<sqjbh<!
Ohizil</!
3/!!gxqBh<H!hx<hl<:;!
 !
! ohVr<gm<cgtiBt<t! gxqBh<H.6hzl<! )286gqvil<*! -kje! yV!
l{<gzbk<kqz<! Ohim<M! dh<hieK! fie<G! nr<Gzl<! Np<f<kqVg<Gl<hcbig!
uqz<u!-jzs<six<jx!uqm<M!3!fit<!Dxjuk<K!&e<xil<!fit<!gzbk<kqe<!
uib<g<Gs<!sqz<zqm<M!8!sQjzl{<!osb<KzIk<kqg<!gusk<kqe<!WP!hr<ogjm!
uvm<cbqz<!Hmlqm<M!Gtqv!Nxqehqe<H!wMg<g!hx<hligq!-Vg<Gl</!
ntU!! ! ;! 3!Lkz<!6!Ge<xql{q!wjm!
Kj{!lVf<K! ;! -R<sqsiX,! Oke<,! Sg<GGcfQI,! hps<siX!
Lkzqbe/!
kQVl<!Ofib<! ! ;! Ge<ll<,!ng<gqeqlf<kl<,!ubqXohiVlz<!kQVl</!
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4/!!gxqBh<H!S{<{l<:;!
! ohVr<gm<cgtiBt<t!gxqBh<H! ! .! 2!hc!
! ogicg<gt<tqs<!siX!! ! ! .! osz<zk<kg<g!ntU!
! Lt<tqg<gQjvs<siX! ! ! ! .! os/!ntU!
osb<Ljx;!
! gxqBh<jh! yV! gzbk<kqx<Ohim<M! nK! 5! nr<Gzl<!
Np<f<kqVgGl<hcbig! ogicgt<tq! six<jx! uqm<M! 4! fit<! Dxjuk<K!
nkje! Gjgbqzqm<M! ogiz<Zjzbqz<! juk<K! hzlig! Dk! dh<hieK!
dVgq! NXl</! ! Nxqe! hqe<oeMk<K! gz<uk<kqzqm<M! ohick<K! Olx<hc!
Lt<tqg<gQjvs<! six<jx! sqXgsqXg! uiIk<K! fie<G! silljvk<K! uqz<jz!
osb<KzIk<kq! ngzqzqm<M! Olzgz<! &c! WP! sQjzl{<! osb<KzIk<kq!
gusk<kqe<! 6! hr<ogjm! uvm<cbqz<! Hmlqm<M! Gtqv! Nxqe! hqe<oeMg<g!
Ou{<Ml</! ! -u<uqkOl! lmg<gq,! lmg<gq! S{<{il<Hk<! oktqfQiqz<! 6!
HmlqmOu{<Ml</!
ntU!! ;! 2.4!Ge<xq!
kQVl<!Ofib<! ;! Ge<ll<,!uiB!Ofib<gt<!
5/!sr<Gk<!kqviugl<8;!
! 6l<! gib<s<sz<! oucBh<H! :! hzl<,! sQel<,!-f<Kh<H!ujgg<G! 4! hzl<!
squg<g!uXk<k!ne<eOhkq! 8½!hzl<,!ouTg<g!uXk<k!KVS,!!gxqBh<H!
ujgg<G! 3! hzl<,! sivl<,! h,fQX! ujgg<G! 2! hzl<,! ohiiqgivl<! ½! hzl<!
-ux<jxh<! ohick<K! 4! hr<G! osb<K!Le<Ohiz<! kqviugl<! uck<K!Kj{!
lVf<kqz<!upr<g!Ge<ll<!kQVl</!
/6!!hR<szu{!hx<hl<:!!
7/!!Ohise!sR<sQuq:!!!
8/!!gxqBh<H!osf<K~vl<:!!!!
9/!!gzqr<gikq!S,v{l<9!!!!
:/!!Ge<lGmiiqs<!S,v{l<9!!!!
21/!!vi\zu{s<!S,v{l<9!!!!
!
!
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ujtbZh<H!
OuXohbI2;!“lmuiI!gvk<Kh<H” 
gqjmg<Gl<!uqkl<2!!!;!!
ujtbz<!osb<Bl<!ohiVm<Mg<!gib<s<sqb!dpl{<!dh<hqeqe<X!!
-bx<jgbqz<!gqjmg<Gl</!
ujtbZh<hqe<!hqxh<H;!!
! “Gjpf<K!fqe<x!h,fQx<jxg<!gib<s<Sl<!OhiK!
! ! GxqbgV!Olgl<Ohie<!OlOz!Pl<Hl<!
! djxf<Kfqe<x!dh<ohz<zi!OlOz!Pl<hq!
! ! dVuigk<!okz<Zh<Ohi!Zh<hib<!fqx<Gl<!
! ujvf<K!fqe<x!ujtbZh<!ohe<El<!OhV!
  lgk<kie!ng<gqeqjbs<!osbqk<k!Uh<Oh#!
Sk<kq2!
2/ -kje!Ou{<cb!ntU!wMk<Kh<!Htqk<k!gicfQiqz<!yV!
L%Ik<kgizl<!):1!fqlqml<*!Dxjuk<okMk<K!S,iqb!ouh<hk<kqz<!
dzIk<kq!obMg<g!-K!Sk<kqbiGl</!
3/ -kjeg<!gicbqz<!gjvk<Kk<!oktquqXk<K!S,iqb!ouh<hk<kqz<!
juk<K!dzIk<kqg<!ogit<tUl</!
ohiKG{l<2;!
! “KjtbiI!Gmz<uikk<!okif<kui!kk<Oki!
! hqjtbis<!SuislX!lqe<El<!.!ujtbZh<hix<!
! Ge<luzq!S,jz!ouh<hr<!%xih<hq!zQglqju!
! ose<ll<uqm<!OmiMolek<!OkI”. 
ohiVt<;!
! ujtbZh<hqeiz<!Gmz<uikl<,!uikhqk<kl<,!-jvh<H,!ubqx<Xuzq,!
gQz<hqch<H,!Svl< ,!hqzQgl<!Lkzqbe!fQr<Gl</!
!
!
!
!
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Ge<lk<kqx<G!ujtbZh<H!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<!
2/!!gzqr<gikqs<!s,v{l< 8;!
! uiqg<Glm<cg<gib<siX.! !
! wVjlOliI! ! ! ujgg<G!3!hc!OsIk<K!nkqz<!
! gxqBh<H!
! Sg<G!
! GOvisi{q!Yll<!
! oucBh<H!
! -f<Kh<H! ! ! ujgg<G!3!uvigoejm!
! ujtbZh<H!
! sUm<Mh<H!
! Ohim<M!S{<mg<gib<s<sq!wMk<K!S,v{qk<K!gz<giIg<G!sQsiuqz<!Ohim<M!
juk<Kg<!ogit<tUl</!
ntU!! ;!2!uvigoejm!
kQVl<Ofib<! ;!fQvigivk<kqz<!gijzbqz<!sih<hqm<Muv!Ge<ll< ,!ubqx<Xuzq!
fQr<Gl</!
3/!!Ge<lGOmiiqs<!S,v{l<9;!
! uiqg<Glm<cg<gib<siX!wVjl!OliI!gxqdh<H!ujgg<G!3!hc!OsIk<K!
nkqz<!oucBh<H!-f<Kh<H!ujtbZh<H,!sUm<Mh<H!ujgg<G!3!uvigoejm!
Ohim<M!S{<mg<gib<s<sq!gv{qk<K!6!Ktq!ohh<hIlqm<M!jkzk<jk!uqm<M!
lq <^iqk<K!yV!gz<giIg<G!sQsiuqz<!Ohim<M!jug<gUl</!
hbe<;!kqel<!2!uvigoejm!uQkl<!fQvigivk<kqz<!ogiMg<g!9!ujg!Ge<ll<!
kQVl</!
4/!!vi\zu{s<!S,v{l<9;!
! gif<kl<,!gxqBh<H,!oucBh<H,!ujtbZh<H,!ohVr<gibl<,!ujgg<G!3!
hzl<!S,v{qk<K!Ohc!hSl<hizqz<!Ohim<M!S{<mg<!gib<s<sq!S,v{qk<K!
jug<gUl</!
hbe<! ;! kqiqgc!uQkl<!ouf<fQiqz<!ogiMg<g!9!ujg!Ge<ll<!kQVl</!
!
!
!
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5/!!figs<!osf<K~vl<8;!
! 2!hzl<!Sk<kqk<k!figk<jk!nbs<sm<cbqz<!dVg<gq!nkqz<!
ujtbZh<H,!lR<st<!½!hzl<!K~uq!nbg<gv{<cbiz<!gqtxqh<!hqxG!
osf<fiBVuq!s&zk<jk!-ck<k!K~jt!sqXg!sqXg!K~uq!squg<Gl<ujv!
gqtxq!wMg<g!osf<K~vliGl</!
ntU;!giS!wjm!
kQVl<!hq{q;! Ge<ll<!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!ujtbZh<H!OsVl<!hqx!lVf<Kgt<!
6/!!gzqr<gikqob{<o{b<37! !
7/!!fiBVuq!dh<hikqg<!Gpl<H5!!
8/!!sivg<gm<M8!!
9/!!Ogipqhx<hl<3!!
:/!!kiuig<gqeq!S,v{l<3!!
21/!ohVr<gib!S,v{l<3!!
22/!fusqR<siv!umgl<3!!
23/!sr<g!]ivl<3! !
24/!kQhig<gqeq!S,v{l<3!!
!
oucBh<H!
POTASSIUM NITRATE; SALT PETRE;  
NITRATE OF POTASH 
OuXohbIgt<2!
! ohim<cZh<H,!-{r<g{<,!hjmvise<,!h,lq%Ijl,!fuis<sivlqk<V/!
gqjmg<Glqml<2;!
! kx<gizk<kqz<! hR<sihqzqVf<K! oucBh<H! kbiI! osb<K!
nEh<hh<hMgqxK/!
hbe<gt2<!;!
! oucBh<H! Kh<hig<gq! lVf<K! osb<ukx<Gl<! fQI,! sivibl<! -jugjt!
GtqIs<sq! osb<ukx<Gl<! hcgivl<,! dh<H! -jugTme<! OsIk<K! ohie<!
fjggTg<G!olVG!ogiMh<hkx<Gl<!hbe<hMgqxK/!
!
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Sk<kq!
2/ oucBh<H!2!hr<gqx<G!5!hr<G!k{<{QIuqm<M!nMh<Ohx<xqs<!sqXkQbiz<!
wiqk<Kg<! ogikqgqtl<Hl<OhiK! 2uQjs! )2511! gqvil<*!dh<Hg<G! fie<G!
OgipqLm<jm! ou{<gVjus<! OsIg<g! Ou{<Ml</! ! OlOz! nPg<Gk<!
kqvTl<! nkje! ngh<jhbiz<! upqk<K! fQg<gq! djxBl<! hkk<kqz<!
lXsm<cbqz<!sQjzgm<c!nkqz<!uck<Kg<!gix<xqz<zi!uqmk<kqz<!juk<K!
lXfit<! fQjv! uck<Kuqm<M! S,iqb! ytqbqz<! dh<jh! dzIk<kUl</!!
-u<uiX!WPLjx!osb<b!Sk<kqbiGl<</!
3/ oucBh<H! 2! hr<G! gmz<fQI! )n*! fQI! 3! hr<G! wMk<K! dh<jh!
F{<jlbigh<! ohic! osb<K! fQiqz<! gzf<K! jug<g! fQiqz<! gzf<K!
Ohil</! oktqouMk<K! ou{<jlbie! -Vh<Hh<! hi{<mk<kqz<! uqm<Mg<!
gib<s<sq!djxBl<! hkk<kqz<! OuX!yV!osh<Hh<! hi{<mk<kqz<! ogim<c!
GtqIf<k!-mk<kqz<!Nxjug<g!dh<hiGl</!!-jk!wMk<K!-kx<G!3!
hr<G! fQI! uqm<M! Olx<hcbigOu! gib<s<sq! dh<hig<gUl<! -h<hc!
olik<kk<kqz<!6!Lkz<!8!Ljx!osb<b!Sk<kqbil</!
Sk<kq!osb<k!oucBh<hqe<!h{<H;!
! Sk<kq! osb<k! dh<H! gl<hqgtiBl<,! ou{<jlbiBl<! fig<gqzqm<miz<!
GtqI<s<sqbiBl<!-Vg<Gl</!!ofVh<hqzqm!ohiiqBl</!
osb<jg;!
 GtqIs<sq!d{<mig<gq,!!
 uqbIju!ohVg<gq,!!
 sqXfQI!ohVg<gq!
G{l<;!
! oucBh<jh!nkqg! fQiqz<! gjvk<Kg<! ogiMg<g! Ou{<Ml</! ! gm<cbib<!
dm<ogi{<miz<! wiqs<sjz! d{<Mh{<[l</! ! nkqg! ntuqz<! ogiMk<kiz<!
hqvi{hbl<!OfiqMl</!!Olz<!hqvObigk<kqz<!GtqIs<sqjb!d{<M!h{<[l</!
!
ohiKG{l<;!
! “lz<ziV!lm<mGe<l!likVk!vg<gm<c!
! gz<zi!ljkh<HfQIg<!gm<mVg!–!ozz<ziOl!
! gl<hqgl<hq!obe<Xr<!gVU{<mi!lr<gqfqe<x!
! gl<hq!gl<hq!obe<Xjvg<Gr<!giz<” 
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! !
“S,kguiBouiM!Osi{qkk<kqe<!uikLl<Ohil<!
! uikuzq!Ge<llqju!liXr<gi{<!.!lQkir<!
! ogicb!ubqxqpqBr<!Ogijpgh!OlGl<!
! oucBh<Hk<!ke<je!uqtl<H” 
! hR<sh,k! dh<hqz<! OkBuqe<! %xigqb! gl<hq! dh<hqeiz<! w{<ujg!
Ge<ll<! gVh<hisbg<gm<c,! Osijh,! &k<kqvg<gqiqs<svl<,! fQIs<SVg<G,!
S,kqgiuikl,<! uikOsi{qkl<,! sili{qb! uik,! hqk<k,! gh! Ge<lr<gt<,!
ohVubqX,!=jt,!ghOkiml<!-ju!ypqBl<!!Ohiqtl<!oh{<!hVur<gmf<k!
likIgm<Gl<!gVh<hl<!d{<miGl</!
! -keiz<! Svl<,! uQg<gl<,! gQz<uikl<,! -vk<khqk<kl<,! hqvOlgl<,!
g{<O{ib<,!oki{<jm!uqv{l,<!Suisgisl<!LkzqbeUl<!fQr<Gl</!
ntU;!)761!lq/gqvil<*!6!Lkz<!21!Ge<xqobjm!)!2/4!gqvil<*!
upg<gqz<!hbe<hMl<!uqkl<;!
 fqjeUk<! kMlix<xl<,! kjzuzq! -jugTme<! %cb! Svk<kqx<Gh<!
ohim<cZh<H!5!uvigoejm!)27/9!gqvil<*!fuis<sivl<!5!uvigojejm!
)27/9! gqvil<*! -ux<jx! Lg<giz<! Npig<G! )237! lq/! zqm<mI*! fQiqz<!
gjvk<K! sQjzbqz<! fjek<K! dzv! dzv! ofx<xqbqzqm<M! uvg<!
G{k<jkg<!ogiMg<Gl</!
 DXr<gigqkr<gjth<! ohim<cZh<H! fQiqz<! Dxjuk<K! dzIk<kqs<!
SVm<cg<! ogiTk<kqh<! Hjg! hqcg<gs<! Suisgisl<! -Vlz<! k{qBl<!
-v{<M!Ge<xqobjm!ohim<cZh<jh!yV!nUe<^ <!fQiqz<!gzf<K!g{<!
uzqg<Gk<!gqOzkligUl<!dhObigqg<gzil</!
 yV!hzl<!)46!gqvil<*!oucBh<jh!3!Npig<G!)447!lq/zqm<*!fQiqzqm<Mg<!
gzf<K! nkqz<! sQjzjb! fjek<K! &m<MuQg<gl<,! &m<Muzq!
-jugTg<G! OlOz! Ohim<Muvg<! G{liGl</! ! -kje! nchm<m!
gibr<gTg<Gl<!dhObigqg<gzil</!
Ge<lk<kqx<G!oucBh<H!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<!
2/!!oucBh<Hgm<M8;!
! sqXfQiqz<! h,fQx<jxg<! gjvk<K! nkqz<! n{<m! Ym<jm! Ohim<Mg<!
ogikqg<g! juk<Kk<! K~b<jl! osb<K! 6! uvige<! wjm! ofiXg<gqg<!
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gv{<cbqz<! Ohim<M!nkx<Gg<! gQPl<! OlZl<! oucBh<H,! sQel<! ujgg<G! 6!
uvige<! wjm! uQkl<! ohick<k! K~jt! Ohim<M! djzbqz<! juk<K! Dkq!
dVgqeUme<!wMk<K!Nx<xqh<!ohick<K!juk<Kg<!ogi{<M!ogiMg<gUl</!
ntU!;!2!giS!wjm!
Kj{lVf<K!;!Oke<!hSuqe<!ou{<o{b<!
kQVl<hq{q!;!Ge<ll<!ubqx<X!uzq!
3/!!zu{g<gm<M8;!
! gxqBh<H,! oucBh<H,! -f<Kh<H,! sUm<Mh<H,! fuis<sivl<! ujgg<G! 4!
uvigoejm!Juqvzqs<!sr<G!S{<{l<!26!uvigoejm!-ux<jxh<!ohick<K!
kqVGgt<tq! gm<jmjb! fXg<gq! Osix<jx! wMk<Kuqm<M!nkx<Gt<! njmk<K!
nke<Olz<! nf<k! Osix<xiz<! &cs<! sQjzl{<! uZuib<! osb<K!
&ch<Hml<Ohimg<!gl<hqbib<!dVgq!fqx<Gl</!!Osgiqk<Kg<!ogit<tUl</!
kQVl<hq{q;! yVh{oujm! hjeouz<zk<kqz<! ogiMg<g! Ge<ll<,! uiB,!
ubqx<Xuzq!kQVl</!
4/!!sQek<!kqviugl<8;!
! Jf<kir<!gib<s<sz<!oucBh<H! .!26!hzl<!
! sQel<! ! ! ! .! 21!hzl<!
! gz<Zh<H! ! ! ! ! !
! sUm<Mh<H!
! ujtbZh<H!! ujgg<G!3!hzl<! !
! H,fQX!
! -f<Kh<H!sivl<!ujgg<G! .!2!hzl<!
! fiBVuqBh<H!! ! .!4!hzl<!
! squg<g!uXk<k!ne<eOhkq!.!6!hzl<!
! -ux<jxh<! ohick<K! 4! hr<G! osb<K! Le<Ohiz<! kqviugl<! uck<K!
Kj{!lVf<Kgtqz<!-m<M*!ogit<tUl</!
ntU;!!2!Ktq!Lkz<!6!Ktq!ujv!
Kj{lVf<K;!!k{<{QI,!GcfQI!
kQVl<Ofib<!;!Ge<ll<!
!
!
!
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5/!sr<Gk<!kqviugl<8;!
! Jf<kir<!gib<s<sz<! oucBh<H! .! :! hzl<,!sQel<,!-f<Kh<H!ujgg<G! .! 4!
hzl, <!squg<g!uXk<k!ne<eOhkq!8½!hzl<,!ouTg<g!uXk<k!KVS,!gxqBh<H!
ujgg<G! 3! hzl<,! sivl< ,! h,fQX! ujgg<G! 2! hzl<,! ohiiqgivl<! .! ½! hzl<!
-ux<jx!ohick<K!4!hr<G!osb<K!kqviugl<!ucg<gUl</!
ntU!! ! ;! 2!Ktq!Lkz<!6!Ktq!ujv!
Kj{!lVf<K! ;! k{<{QI!GcfQI!
kQVl<!Ofib<! ! ;! Ge<ll<!!
6/!!gzqr<gikq!S,v{l<9!!
7/!!Ge<l!Gmiiq!S,v{l<9!!
8/!!vi\!zu{s<!S,v{l<9!
9/!!lai!kil<hqv!!h^<ll<9!!
:/!!zu{!h^<ll<!9!!
21/!!Ogipq!hx<hl<3!!
22/!!ohVr<gib!S,v{l<!3!!
23/!!hR<s!zu{!hx<hl<:!!
24/!!Ohise!sR<sQuq:!!
25/!!Lmg<ogik<kie<!w{<o{b<8!!
26/!!sivg<gm<M8!!
!
hqv{<jm!
Cissus Quadrangularis. Linn 
OuX!ohbI21!;!us<sqvuz<zq!
ujggt<;!
! Yjzh<hqv{<jm,! dVm<jmh<hqv{<jm,! Lh<hqv{<jm,! sKvh<hqv{<jm,!
gtqh<hqv{<jm,!kQl<hqv{<jm,!Htqh<hqv{<jm!weh<!hz!ujggT{<M/!
hbe<hMl<!dXh<H;! k{<M,!OuI!
Sju!! ;! giIh<H!
ke<jl! ;! ouh<hl<!
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hqiqU!! ;! giIh<H!
osb<jg! ;! dmx<Oxx<xq!
! ! ! VKU{<mig<gq!
! ! ! hsqk<kQk<K~{<c!
ohiKG{l<21;!
! “lif<kl<!ubqx<Xuzq!uiBukq!sivLje!
! Osif<k&!zr<ghLm<!osl<Hex<Ohig<!.!Ogib<f<k!fjm!
! obz<zi!lgZl<!wPl<Hl<!nkqghsq!
! lz<ziI!hqv{<jmB{<M!ui/” 
! ! ! ! ! ! .!ngk<kqbI!G{uigml<!
! lif<kl<,! Ge<ll<,! utqg<gpqs<sz<,! GVkqg<! gpqs<sz<,! Jbh<ohVg<G,!
Ljt&zl< ,!giz<!Yb<s<szigqbjugt<!fQr<Gl<!hsq!d{<miGl</!
!
LVr<jg!
Moringa Oleifera Lam 
OuXohbIgt<21! ;!sqg<GV,!gqvR<sl< ,!gqpuQ,!OsihiR<sel<!
hbe<hMl<!dXh<H!;!wz<zih<!higr<gTl<!
Sju!! ! ;!jgh<H,!KuIh<H,!-eqh<H!
ke<jl! ! ;!km<hl<!
hqiqU!! ! <!)hm<jm*!giIh<H!
osb<jg!;! -squgx<xq!
! ! ouh<hL{<mig<gq!
! ! Ogijpbgx<xq!
! ! sqXfQIh<ohVg<gq!
! ! gVh<hR<sqjks<sq!
ohiKG{l<21;)hm<jm*!
! “LVr<jgOuI!hm<jmg<G!&M!ghk<Oki!
! ohiVr<Gxis<!se<eqgvl<!YMl<!.!nVr<jgeg!
! um<jmh<!ohiV!Ljzbib<!uib<ouiMuq!mr<gTOlx<!
! hm<jmg<G!OhiOl!hxf<K” 
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! !
Gh<jhOleq!
Acalypha indica. Linn 
!
OuXohbI!! ! ;!niqlR<siq,!h,jeu{r<gq,!Oleq!
hbe<hMl<!dXh<H! ;!-jz,!OuI,!s&zl<!
Sju!! ! ! ;!jgh<H,!giIh<H. 
ke<jl! ! ! ;!ouh<hl<!
hqiqU!! ! ! ;!giIh<H!
osb<jg! ! ! ;!Kbvmg<gq,!! HPg<ogiz<zq,!!
ohVlzl<Ohig<gq,!!sqXfQIh<ohVg<gq,!
uif<kqB{<mig<gq,!Ogijpbgx<xq,!
S,kgL{<mig<gq!
“kf<k&!zh<hq{qkQk<!kf<kqMH{<!sIuuqml<!
! df<KGe<ll<!uikl<!dkqv&!.!zf<kqeU!
! S,zR<S!uisl<!okimIhQe!sr<ghl<Ohil<!
! Rizr<ogit<!Oleqbk!eiz<” 
! -jzbiz<! hz<zc! Ofib< ,! kQs<Sm<mh<H{< ,! hbqI! ujgbqe<! fR<S,!
Ge<ll< ,uikl< ,!&zl< ,! fjls<sz< ,! -jvh<H,! Gk<kz< ,!&g<GfQIhib<kz<,!
Ogijp,  Ngqbju!fQr<Gl 
</!
ofis<sq!
Vitex Negundo Linn 
OuXohbI21!! ! ;!-f<kqvS,iqbl<,!fqk<kqz<,!fqIg<G{<c,!!
!ofIg<G{<c,!sqf<Kl,!!sqf<Kuivl<!
hbe<hMl<!dXh<H!! ;!-jz,!H,,!OuI,!hmjm!!
ke<jl! ! ! ;!ouh<hl<!
hqiqU!! ! ! ;!giIh<H!
osb<jg! ! ! ;!dmx<Oxx<xq!
! ! !!! !! !Gmz<HPugx<xq!
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ohiKG{l<21!;!
! Ofibi!gzqjb!oficg<G!tVf<koul<jl!
! Obibi!l{iT!LbIk<KkZg<!.!gib!
! uf<kLkz<!f{<higq!uikk<jk!ObBxuix<!
! sqf<Kui!vr<geZf<!kQ!
- Okve<!ou{<hi!
gx<xijp!
Aloe Barbadensis - Mill 
!
OuX!ohbI21!! ! ;!! ge<eq,!Gliq!
hbe<hMl<!dXh<H!! ;!hiz<!lmx<OsiX!siX!Oui!
Sju!! ! ! ;!sqX!jgh<H!
ke<jl!! ! ! ;!km<hl<!
hqiqU!! ! ! ;!-eqh<H!
osb<jg!! ! ! ;!dvlig<gq!
! ! !! ! dmx<Oxx<xq!
! ! !!! ! fQIlzl<!Ohig<gq!
! ! !! ! VKd{<mig<gq!
!
ohiKG{l<21;!
! “ohiz<ziOl!gr<ghl<H!Ps<S,jz!Gm<mvsl<!
! nz<ziIlk<!kl<hgf<k!vr<Ge<ll<!.!wz<zil<uqm<!
! OmG!liqg<G!oliqs<sx<!gqiqs<svL!
! liG!liqg<G!lV{<M” 
- Okve<!G{uigml<!
-keiz<!uikOlgl<,!gVOlgl,<!gqVlqg<Gk<kz<,!ohVuqbikq!&zl<!
de<likl<!hgf<kvl,<!Ge<ll<!hqk<kgqiqs<svl<!OhiGl</!
!
!
!
!
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ohVr<gibl<!
Ferula Asafoetida . Linn. 
!
OuXohbI21;!
nk<kqbigqvgl<,!-r<G,!-v{l<,!-vilml<,!gf<kq,!gibl<,!sf<Kfisl<,!
h,kfisl<!uz<zQgl<!
hbe<!dXh<H! ;! hqsqe<!
Sju!! ! ;! jgh<H!gvgvh<H!
ke<jl! ! ;! ouh<hl<!
hqiqU!! ! ;! giIh<H!
osb<jg! ! ;! ouh<hL{<mig<gq! ! gill<ohVg<gq!
! ! ! ! ngm<Muib<ugx<xq! ! VKU{<mig<gq!
! ! ! ! -squgx<xq!
! ! ! ! Ogijpbgx<xq!
! ! ! ! lzlqtg<gq!
! ! ! ! HPg<ogiz<zq!
! ! ! ! sqXfQIh<ohVg<gq!
G{l<;21!
! “kf<kOu!kf<k!&zk<okPl<hq{q!
! ! sVugitl<!uqVs<sqgr<gQml<li!
! lf<kl<!uikl<!dkvuIk<kl<!nz<Gz<Ofib<!
! ! liIh{r<gm<m!Ge<ll<!lOgikvl<!
! df<KogIh<hk<kqe<!uqk<kqvR<S,jzs<S,I!
! ! dkqvh<H,s<sq!sqOzk<Klk<!KXl<uzq!
! uf<kolb<g<!gMh<!Ohicju!Lx<XOl!
! ! liBfiXfx<!gibr<!gqjmg<gqOe”!
.!Okve<!G{uigml<!
! -keiz<!hz<!hz<zc!Ofib<gt<,!hil<HfR<Sgt,<!Okt<!fR<S,!lf<kl<,!
Wh<hl<,!uikl<,!S,kguiB,!Ge<ll<,!ohVubqX,!S,kgs<S,jz,!GVkq,!
F{<HP!gh!uzqgt<!OhiGl</!
!
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Ge<lk<kqx<G!ohVr<gibl<!OsVl<!lVf<Kgt<;!
2/ ohVr<gib!S,v{l<21!!
3/ kihuezs<!S,v{l<!4!!
4/ nm<mGe<lg<GOmiiq4!!
5/ Ge<lg<!GOmiiq!olPG5!!
6/ nm<m!S,v{l<!4!!
7/ sle<!S,v{l<!4!!
8/ Olgfikg<!Gtqjg5!!
9/ siLkvs<!S,v{l5!!
:/ vi\zu{s<!S,v{l9<!!
21/ zu{s<!S,v{l<9!!
Oke<!
HONEY : MEL 
Oke<! %m<czqVf<K! wMk<k! Hkqb! Oke<! -eqh<hiBl<,! oktquiBl,<!
-tlR<st<!fqxliBlqVg<Gl</!
OkeqZt<t!sk<Kg<gt<2;!
! dmZg<G! Okjubie! -eqh<H{is<sk<K,! dOzigs<! sk<Kg<gt<!
jum<mlqe<! Ohie<x! wz<zi! sk<Kg<gTl<! sqXsqX! ntuqz<! Okeqz<!
-Vh<hkigk<!kx<giz!uqR<Rieqgt<!g{<M!hqck<Kt<teI/!
 fl<! F~x<gtqz<! Oke<! 23! fipqjgbqz<! sQv{ligq! uqMl<! we<X!
%xh<hm<Mt<tK/! ! Nkzqeiz<! -K! uqjvuqz<! dmzqz<! OsIf<K! hzk<jkg<!
ogiMg<gqxK/!!-kje!Oleim<miI!sqxf<k!Ngivlib<k<!Okghzk<kqx<gigUl<!
NOvig<gqbk<kqx<gigUl<!dm<ogi{<M!uVgqe<xeI/!
Okeqe<!osb<jg;!
! dt<tpzix<xq!
! lzlqtg<gq!
! KuIh<hq!
! nPgzgx<xq!
! Ogijpbgx<xq!
! Ohi]{giiq!
! hsqk<kQk<K~{<c!
! K~g<gL{<mig<gq!
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Okeqe<!fe<jl;!
! Okje!Gpf<jkgTg<Gg<!ogiMg<g!nK!sqXfQjvs<!sqxqK!
nkqgh<hMk<KuOkiM!ubqx<Xh<!ohiVljzBl<!Gjxg<Gl</!
 !
Sk<kqLjx;!
 gjmk<Okeqz<!olPG!Oke<!=!HP!Lm<jm!lgvf<kh<!ohic!Lkzqb!
lzqer<gt<!-Vg<Glijgbiz<!-kje!dhObigqg<Gl<!Le<!fQI!
-bf<kqvk<kqz<!juk<K!gib<s<sqs<!S,mibqVg<Gl<!OhiOk!=vg<gl<htqk<!
K{qbqz<!uqm<M!ucgm<cg<!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
! Ym<jms<!Sm<Mk<!Okeqz<!Ohim<M!Lxqk<K!dhObigqh<hK!uQm<M!
upg<gl</!
Okeqe<!lgk<Kul<2!
#nEhie!lib<h<hqe<!nuqp<kLlib<k<!Okie<xq!
gelie!Okgfqjz!gim<ch<!.!hqEOl!
bvse<!Lkz<Oui!jvBlim<M!uqk<kiOz!
hqvsk<!kqeix<Ohil<!hq{q!!
! ! ! ! .!Okve<!ohiVm<!h{<H!
 hx<hl,<! osf<K~vl,<! S,v{l<,! lik<kqjv,! GcfQI,! Ohie<xjugTg<Gk<!
Oke<! yV! sqxf<k!Kj{!lVf<kiGl</! !-0K!nEhieh<! ohiVtiuke<xq!
nuqp<kh<! ohiVTligq! Okgk<jk! fe<eqjzbqz<! juk<K! uik! Lkzqb!
Lg<Gx<xr<gjtBl<! Ohig<Gole! Okve<! ohiVm<! h{<H! F~zqz<!
%xh<hm<mt<tK/!
!
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CHEMICAL ASPECTS 
 
SODIUM CHLORIDE IMPURA 
INDUPPU 
 
 Sans – Saindhava, Eng – Rock – Salt; Sea Salt; Bay Salt: Sodium 
Chlorate, Arab – Mil-he-tabazard.  Pers.-Namakesang, Hind.- Sendhalon: 
Sedhalon. Duk.-Sondanimak. Guj-Sindhaluna. Tel. – Saindhalavanam. Tam. 
–Indu-Uppu. Mal. -Intu-Uppu. 
Source: 
Found in nature in extensive beds mostly associated with clay and 
calcium sulphate.  To obtain it, holes are dug into these rocks, which soon 
beome filled up with salt water; the water is evaporated and the salt is left 
ready for use. 
Characters: 
It is found in small white crystalline grains or transparent cubes.  It is 
brownish white externally and white internally.  It has a pure saline taste and 
burns with a yellow flame. 
Actions: 
 In small doses it is highly carminative, stomachic and digestive 
 In large doses  it is cathartic 
 in still larger doses it is emetic.   
Uses: 
 It is given in dyspepsia and other abdominal disorders. 
 To rouse digestion weakened by diarrhoea, rock- salt and Yavakshar 
(alkali – Potassium Carbonas impura) are given in convalescence. 
 Vadavanal Churna containing rock salt, long peper, Pipli, cubebs,, 
chitrak, ginger, and myrobalans in equal parts, mixed and made into a 
powder is used in anorexia, flatulence and biliousness.  Dose in 5 to 15 
grains two or three times a day with water. 
 A medicinal salt called Nariekelakshara is highly recommended in 
Chakradatta as valuable in the form of dyspepsia which is attended 
with pain two or three hours after meals.  It is thus prepared; - Take a 
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coconut – fruit full of water, make a hold in it and fill the coconut with 
rock – salt and dissolve it in its water.  Then close the opening, cover 
the nut with a layer of clay and roast it in a pit of fire.  The salt thus 
roasted is given with the addition of long pepper.  Dose is about a 
quarter tola. 
 As a digestive, a compound powder made of rock salt, chebulic 
myrobalan, emblic myrobalan and long pepper in equal parts is 
recommended in doses of 10 grains twic a day. 
 A powder containing pancha lavana 5 parts, impure oxide of iron 5 
parts and emblic myrobalan 4 parts is useful in doses of 10 grains in 
dyspepsia, congested liver etc. 
 
SODIUM CHLORIDE 
KARIUPPU 
 
 Sans – Lavana: Samudra Lavana: Dronilavana.  Eng- Common Salt; 
Table Salt; Muriate of Sodium; Muriate of Soda. Arab – Milhuls – Aajin. Pers – 
Namake – khurdam, Hind – Namak; Lun Nun. Tel. Tam & Mal – Uppu. 
Source: 
Sodium Chloride or salt is found in Nature forming 2.5 p.c of the waters of the 
ocean.  It is obtained by lixi-viation of saline soil or by evaporation of brine 
springs or sea – water.  When obtained from Sea – Water it is known as 
Samudra Lavana. 
Characters: 
 Salt occurs as transparent cubes or small brownish – white crystalline 
grains, odourless, of saline taste and neutral reaction, soluble in water, 
insoluble in alcohol and chloroform. 
Action: 
 Antiseptic  
 Antiperiodic 
 Anthelmintic  
 Deobstruent.  
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 It increases the secretionof the gastric juice.  
 The salt of the seawater contains a small proportion of iodine, which 
prevents goitre and other glandular enlargements. 
 It excites thirst and thus assists absorption of liquid food. 
 In a diluted form it enters the blood and dissolves albumins and 
globulins. 
 In a concentrated form it is an irritant to the gut surfaces to the mucous 
membranes, muscles and nerves. 
 In large doses it acts as an emetic.  
 In still larger doses it is a powerful purgative. 
Uses: 
 It forms an important dietetic agent and is used as condiment. 
 A powder named Vaishnavanar Churnam, made up of common salt, 
ajowan,  omum seeds, long pepper, ginger and chebulic myrobalan, is useful 
in doses of 1300 – 3900 mgs twice a day, as gastric stimulant and 
carminative. 
 Few cases of duodenal ulcer with nausea and pain after meals, are 
reported to have been relieved through temporarily by giving a teaspoonful of 
salt dissolved in a glass of cold water. 
Fullers Earth20: 
 Synonyms            : Fuller’s earth, Attapulgite. 
 Chemical family  : Magnesium aluminium silicate. 
 Fuller’s earth (Hindi – Multani mitti) is the name given to certain 
adsorbent clays formerly used for removing grease and dirt from woollen 
goods, a process known as fulling.  These clays possess the property of 
declourizing and clarifying oils – animals, vegetable and mineral – and a few 
other liquids.  Fuller’s earth is distinguished from bentonite which, though 
mineralogically not very different, possesses little adsorptive power unless 
activated by acid treatment. 
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Characters: 
It has high water content and foliated structure: dehydrated samples 
show a tendency to adhere strongly to the tongue.  Montmorillonite (Mg, Ca) 
O. Al2O3. 5SiO2.  nH2O) is the dominant clay mineral in some of them. 
 Indian fuller’s earth consists of well – bedded, non – arenaceous, 
unctuous clay or shale, varying in colour from cream to yellow, yellowish 
brown, buff, greenish grey or light grey.  It is essentially a hydrated aluminium 
silicate with lime, magnesia and iron oxide as impurities; it contains a large 
proportion (Up to 30%) of water.The decolourizing properties of the earths 
from different deposits and even from different parts of the same deposit vary 
over a wide range. On drying at room temperature, the bleaching power of the 
earth is slightly altered; usually an improvement is observed. 
Source: 
 Bihar   
 Bombay 
 Hyderabad 
 Madhya Bharat 
 Madhya Pradesh 
 Mysore 
 Rajasthan. 
 Madras and Andhra  - Small Quantities of fuller’s earth are reported to 
have been mined in Anantapur district.  Fuller’s earth has also been reported 
from Omalur in Salem District. 
Uses: 
 Fuller’s earth is extensively employed in refining oils, greases and lard.  
Practically all liquid fractions of petroleum, including crude naphtha, crude 
kerosene and shale oil, are clarified by treatment with fuller’s earth.  It is used 
as a carrier for pigments, size for textiles, poultice for skin eruptions, 
substitute for talcum powder, filter for paper, soap and conditioner for foundry 
sands.  It is used in the laboratory for the detection of colouring matter added 
to butter whisky etc. 
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Constituent of Fuller’s earth: 
 Fuller’s earth has a specific gravity of 1.82 to 2.19, it melts at a high 
temperature into a brown slag.  Its constitutents are: 
Silica 53.0 46.30 
Alumina 10.0 25.10 
Peroxide of Iron 9.75 9.40 
Magnesia 1.25 1.15 
Lime 0.5 - 
Water 24.0 18.50 
And a trace of Potash - - 
 98.50 100.45                 
  Richardson 
 
 
POTASSIUM NITRATE: POTASSIUM NITRAS 
VEDIUPPU 
 
(San – Yavakshar: Saindhava. Hind. Ben. Punj & Duk – Shora: Sora: 
Shorakhar, Eng – Saltpetre: Nitre; Nitrate of Potash: Purified Nitre. Arab – 
Abkar; Ubkir, Pers. – Shoraba; Shore. Hind & Guj – Shora. Mah – Shora-
mitha, Guj – Shorakhar. Tel – Patlu – uppoo; Chitloo – Bhusmoo. Tam – 
Pottil-Uppu. Mal-Veti-Uppu. 
Source: 
 Occurs extensively in Bengal, Punjab and Upper India. It is also 
obtained from collections of the saline earth after the rains, from the land 
inundated during the rains and from mud heaps, mud building’s and other 
places on which it is formed and then subjected to a process of solution and 
filtration through a crude mud filter.  The impure nitre is known as Dhoah and 
contains about 45 to 75 percent of the actual salt, the remainder being 
sulphate and chloride of sodium and insoluble matter. 
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Action: 
 Refrigerant 
 Efficient diuretic  
 Diaphoretic.   
 Reduces the frequency of the pulse.     
Uses: 
 It is useful also in the early stages of dropsy, in cases of smallpox, 
measles, influenza, catarrh, gonorrhoea, acute rheumatism, bleeding 
from the lungs, stomach, uterus or other internal organs affected by 
fever. 
 In weak solutions, 1 to 2 drachms in a quart of thin warm rice conjee it 
is an excellent refrigerant drink in fevers with hot and dry skin, parched 
tongue, with great thirst and scanty and high coloured urine. 
 It is used in colicky pains.  
 IIt is used in bronchitis in children above 5 years. 
 A compound preparation known as Laghu Snakha Dravakam, which 
smells strongly of nitrous fumes and which is made of country nitre 6 
palams, alum 4 palams Yavakshara, Ammonium Chloride, borax and 
vit salt 2 palams each and gandhaka vadiuppu (a nitre variety), soda 
carbonas, ferrous sulphate, copper sulphate and black salt (suvarchala 
– uppu) 1 palam each, and powdered and distilled, is recommended for 
the relief of all liver complaints. 
 In the early stages of inflammatory sore – throat, a small piece of nitre 
allowed to dissolve slowly in the mouth is a successful popular remedy.   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Preparation Of The Drug 
 To evaluate the efficacy of Pancha Lavana Mezhugu for Gunmam 
(Peptic ulcer) has been selected as per siddha literature Sikitcha Ratna 
Deepam by Kannusamy Pillai. 
 The Ingredients of Pancha lavana Mezhugu are  
 Induppu 
 Kalluppu 
 Kariuppu 
 Valaialuppu 
 Vediuppu 
 Pirandai Juice 
 Murungaipattai Juice 
 Kuppaimeni Juice 
 Notchi Juice 
 Katrazhai Juice 
 Perungayam 
 Then 
Collection Of Drugs: 
 The raw drugs like Induppu, Kalluppu, Kariuppu, valaialuppu, 
Vediuppu, Peungayam and honey were collected from the indigenous 
drug shop, chennai. 
 The herbs like pirandai, Notchi, Katrazhai were collected from 
surroundings of Chennai and indentification was confirmed with the 
help of the Botanist of National Institute of Siddha, Chennai. 
 The herbs like Murungaipattai, Kuppaimeni, were collected from the 
campus of National Institute of Siddha, Chennai and identification was 
confirmed with the help of  the botanist of National Institute of Siddha, 
Chennai. 
Preparation Of The Drug: 
 The purification of five salts was done as per our text and the 
preparation of  Panchalavana Mezhugu was done as follows in Gunapadam 
lab of NIS. 
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hR<szu{!olPG;!
2/ -f<Kh<H!Sk<kq;!
-f<Kh<jhs<!gicbqz<!&e<X!fit<!Dxh<Ohim<M!oub<bqzqz<!dzIk<kq!
wMg<gs<!Sk<kqbiGl</!
3/ gz<Zh<H!Sk<kq;!
-kjeg<!gick<!k{<{Qiqz<!hqsxq!hqxG!=vk<jk!K{qbqz<!Kjmk<K!
oub<bqzqz<!dzIk<kqg<!ogit<t!Sk<kqbiGl</!
4/ gxqBh<H!Sk<kq;!
dh<jh! uijpg<gm<jm! fQI! uqmMg<! gjvk<K! ucgm<cg<! gib<s<sqg<!
Gpl<Hh<! hkk<kqz<! -xg<gq! -tR<S,m<cz<! hps<siX! sqxqK! uqm<M!
oub<bqzqz<!gib!juk<K!wMg<g!n0K!djxf<K!Sk<kqbiGl</!
5/ ujtbZh<H!Sk<kq;!
-kje! Ou{<cb! ntU! wMk<Kh<! Htqk<k! gicfQiqz<! yV! L%Ik<k!
gizl<! ):1! fqlqml<*! Dxjuk<okMk<K! S,iqb! ouh<hk<kqz<!
dzIk<kqobMg<g!Sk<kqbiGl</!
6/ oucBh<H!Sk<kq;!
oucBh<H! 2! hr<G! gmz<fQI! nz<zK! fQI! 3! hr<G! wMk<K! dh<jh!
F{<jlbib<h<! ohic! osb<K! fQiqz<! gzf<Kjug<g! fQiqz<! gzf<KOhil<!
oktqouMk<K! ou{<jlbie! -Vh<Hh<! hi{<mk<kqz<! uqm<Mg<! gib<s<sq!
djxBl<! hkk<kqz<! OuX! yV! osh<Hh<hi{<mk<kqz<! ogim<c! GtqIf<k!
-mk<kqz<!Nxjug<g!dh<hiGl</!!-jk!wMk<K!-kx<G!3!hr<G!fQI!
uqm<M! Olx<hcbigOu! gib<s<sq! dh<hig<gUl</! ! -h<hc! olik<kl<! 6!
Lkz<!8!Ljx!osb<b!Sk<kqbiGl</!
!
svg<G!;! -f<Kh<H!
! ! gz<Zh<H!
! ! gxqBh<H! ! ujgg<G!2!hzl<!
! ! ujtbZh<H!
! ! oucBh<H!
!
!
!
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!
osb<Ljx!;!
! -jugjtg<!gz<uk<kqzqm<Mh<!hqv{<jm!vsl<,!LVr<jgh<hm<jm!vsl,<!
Gh<jhOleq! vsl,<! ofis<sqbqz! vsl<,! Gliq! vsl<! -jugtiz<! keqk<keqOb!
-v{<M! sill<! ofgqpjuk<K! yOv! uqz<jzbigk<! km<c! -vuqbqZzIk<kqg<!
gib<f<khqe<! Olzgz<! &cs<! sQjz! osb<k! 21! uvm<cbqz<! Hmlqm<M! /!!!!
-kjeg<! gz<uk<kqzqm<mjvk<K! -koejmg<G! fie<gqoziV! hr<G!
ohVr<gibl<! OsIk<K! olPG! hkl<! hv! wu<utU! Oke<! Ou{<MOli!
nu<utuqx<Gg<!ogiR<sr<!ogiR<slib<!uqm<mjvk<K!juk<Kg<!ogit<g/!
ntU;!kqel<!-V!Oujt!giz<!nz<zK!giOzbjvg<giz<!gpR<S!
!!!!!!)!2/386gm – 1.700gm ).  
kQVl<!hq{q;!w{<ujgg<!Ge<ll<!kQVl<. 
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BIO CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
1. Appearance of the sample Darkbrown in 
colour 
 
2. Solubility: 
a. A little of the sample is 
shaken well with distilled 
water 
b. A little of the sample is 
shaken well with con. HCL 
/ Con. H2So4 
 
 
Sparingly soluble 
 
 
Completely soluble 
 
 
 
 
Absence of Silicate 
 
3. Action Of Heat: 
   A small amount of the sample is 
taken in a dry test tube and 
heated gartly at first and then 
strong. 
 
 
White fumes 
evolved 
No brown fumes 
 
Presence of Carbonate 
Absence of Nitrate 
 
4. Flame Test: 
   A small amount of the sample is 
made into a paste with con.HCl in 
a watch glass and introduced into 
non – luminous part of the bunsen 
flame. 
 
 
 Bluish green flame 
appeared.  
 
Presence of copper  
5 Ash Test: 
   A filter paper is soaked into a 
mixture of sample and cobalt 
nitrate solution and introduced into 
the bunsen flame and ignited 
 
 
No Yellow colour  
flame 
 
Absence of sodium  
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Preparation Of Extract: 
 5 gm of Panchalavana Mezhugu is weighed accurately and placed in a 
250ml clean beaker and added with 50 ml of distilled water. Then it is boiled 
well for about 10 minutes.  Then it is cooled and filtered in a 100ml volumetric 
flask and mae up to 100ml with distilled water. 
 
S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
 
1. 
I. Test For Acid Radicals 
 
Test For Sulphate: 
a. 2 ml of the above prepared 
extract is taken in a test tube 
to this added 2ml of 4% 
ammonium oxalate solution 
 
b. 2 ml of the above prepared 
extract is added with 2ml of dil 
– Hcl is added until the 
effervescence ceases off. 
Then 2ml of Barium chloride 
solution is added 
 
 
 
Cloudy 
appearance 
present 
 
 
 
A white precipitate 
insoluble in con. 
HCl is obtained 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presence of 
sulphate 
 
 
 
 
Sulphate is 
confirmed 
2. Test For Chloride: 
 
     2 ml of the above prepared 
extract is added with dil. Hno3 till 
the effervescence ceases.  Then 2 
ml of silver nitrate solution is 
added 
 
 
No cloudy 
appearance 
present 
 
 
Absence of chloride
3. Test For Phosphate: 
    2ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml of ammonium molybdate 
solution and 2 ml of con. Hno3 
 
Cloudy Yellow 
appearance 
present 
 
Presence of 
phosphate 
4. Test For Carbonate: 
    2ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml magnesium sulphate solution 
 
Cloudy 
appearance 
present 
 
Presence of 
carbonate 
5. Test For Nitrate: 
    1 gm of the substance is heated 
with copper turnings and 
concentrated H2So4 and viewed 
the test tube vertically down 
 
No Characteristic 
changes 
 
Absence of Nitrate 
6. Test For Sulphide: 
    1 gm of the substance is 
treated with 2ml of con. HCL 
 
No Rotten egg 
smelling gas 
evolved 
 
Absence of 
sulphide 
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7. Test For Fluoride & Oxalate: 
    2 ml of extract is added with 
2ml of dil. Acetic acid and 2ml 
calcium chloride solution and 
heated 
 
 
No Cloudy 
appearance . 
 
Absence of fluoride 
and oxalate 
8. Test For Nitrite: 
    3 drops of the extract is placed 
on a filter paper, on that – 2 drops 
of acetic acid and 2 drops of 
Benzidine solution is placed 
 
No characteristic 
changes 
 
Absence of nitrite 
9. Test For Borate: 
     2 Pinches of the substance is 
made into paste by using 
sulphuric acid and alcohol ( 95%) 
and introduced into the blue flame 
 
Bluish green colour 
flame not appeared 
 
Absence of borate 
 II.  Test For Basic Radicals   
1. Test For Lead: 
                               2ml of the 
extract is added with 2ml of 
potassium iodide solution  
     
No yellow  
precipitate  
is obtained  
Absence of lead  
2. Test For Copper: 
a. one pinch of substance is 
made into paste with con.Hcl 
in a watch glass and 
introduced into the non-
luminuous part of the flame  
b. 2 ml of extract is added with 
excess of ammonia solution. 
 
Blue colour flame  
 
 
 
 
Blue colour 
precipitate formed 
 
Presence of copper 
 
 
 
 
Presence of copper 
3. Test For Aluminium: 
     To the 2ml of the extract 
sodium hydroxide is added in 
drops to excess 
No characteristic 
changes 
Absence of 
aluminium 
4. Test For Iron: 
a. To the 2 ml of extract add 
2ml of ammonium 
thiocyanate solution. 
b.   To the 2 ml of extract 2ml 
ammonium thiocyanate 
solution and 2ml of 
con.HN03 is added 
 
Mild red colour 
appear 
 
Blood red colour 
appeared 
 
Presence of Iron 
 
 
Presence of iron 
5. Test For Zinc: 
   T0 2ml of the extract sodium 
hydroxide solution is added in 
drops to excess 
 
White precipitate is 
formed 
 
Presence of Zinc 
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6. Test For Calcium 
   2ml of the extract is added with 
2ml of 4% ammonium oxalate 
solution 
 
Cloudy 
appearance 
andwhite 
preciptitate is 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
calcium 
7. Test For Magnesium: 
   To 2ml of extract sodium 
hydroxide solution is added in 
drops to excess 
 
White precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Presence of 
Magnesium 
8. Test For Ammonium: 
   To 2ml of extract few ml of 
Nessler’s reagent and excess of 
sodium hydroxide solution are 
added 
 
No Brown colour 
appeared 
 
Absence of 
ammonium 
9. Test For Potassium: 
   A pinch of substance is treated 
with 2ml of sodium nitrite solution 
and then treated with 2ml of cobalt 
nitrate in 30% glacial acetic acid. 
 
No Yellowish 
precipitate is 
obtained  
 
Absence of 
Potassium 
10. Test For Sodium 
   2 pinches of the substance is 
made into paste by using HCL 
and introduced into the blue flame 
of Bunsen burner 
 
NoYellow colour 
flame appeared 
 
Absence of sodium 
11. Test For Mercury 
    2ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml of sodium hydroxide solution 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
obtained 
Absence of mercury
12. Test For Arsenic 
    2ml of the extract is treated with 
2ml of sodium hydroxide solution 
 
No brownish red 
precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Absence of arsenic 
III. Miscellaneous   
1. Test For Starch:  
    2ml of extract is treated with 
weak iodine solution 
 
No blue colour 
developed 
 
Absence of starch 
2.  Test For Reducing Sugar: 
    5 ml of Benedict’s qualitatative 
solution is taken in a test tube and 
allowed to boil for 2 minutes and 
added 8 to 10 drops of the extract 
and again boil it for 2 minutes.  
The colour changes are noted
 
Brick red colour 
developed 
 
Presence of 
Reducing sugar 
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3. Test For The Alkaloids: 
a. 2ml of the extract is treated 
with 2ml of potassium 
Iodide solution 
 
b. 2ml of extract is treated 
with 2 ml of picric acid 
 
c. 2ml of the extract is treated 
with 2ml of 
phosphotungstic acid 
 
No red colour 
developed 
 
 
Yellow colour 
developed 
 
No white 
precipitate 
developed 
 
- 
 
 
 
Presence of 
Alkaloid 
 
 
- 
4. Test For Tannic Acid: 
    2ml of extract is treated with 
2ml of ferric chloride solution 
 
No black 
precipitate is 
obtained 
 
Absence of Tannic 
acid 
5. Test For Unsaturated 
Compound: 
     To the 2ml of extract 2ml of 
Potassium Permanganate solution 
is added 
 
 
Potassium 
Permanganate is 
not decolourised 
 
 
Absence of 
Unsaturated 
compound 
6. Test For Amino Acid: 
     2 drops of the extract is placed 
on a filter paper and dried well 
 
No violet colour 
developed 
 
Absence of amino 
acids 
7. Test For Type Of Compound: 
    2ml of the extract is treated with 
2 ml of ferric chloride solution 
 
No green colour 
developed 
 
 
No Red colour 
developed 
 
No violet colour 
developed 
 
No blue colour 
developed 
 
Absence of oxy 
quinole epinephrine 
and pyro catechol 
 
Anti pyrine, 
Aliphatic amino 
acids and meconic 
acid are absent 
Apomorphine 
salicylate and 
Resorcinol are 
absent 
 
Morphine, Phenol 
cresol and hydro 
quinone are absent 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
  
The standardization parameters of Panchalavana Mezhugu was done 
at Mettex laboratories of India, Guindy, Chennai – 32.  The tests done are as 
follows: 
 
1.  Loss on drying @ 105oc : 
Five grams of Pancha lavana mezhugu is heated in a hot oven at 105oC to 
constant weight. The percentage of loss of weight was calculated. 
 
2.  Determination of ash value : 
Weigh accurately 2-3 grams of Pancha lavana mezhugu in tarred platinum 
or silica dish and incinerate at a temperature not exceeding 450oc until free 
from carbon, cool and weigh. Calculate the percentage of ash with reference 
to the air dried drug. 
 
3.   Water soluble ash : 
To the Gooch crucible containing the total ash, add 25ml of water and 
boil for 5 minutes. Collect the insoluble matter in a sintered glass crucible or 
on ash less filter paper. Wash with hot water and ignite in a crucible for 
15minutes at a temperature not exceeding 450oc. Substract the weight of the 
insoluble matter from the weight of the ash; the difference of the weight 
represents the water soluble ash. Calculate the percentage of water soluble 
ash with reference to the air dried drug. 
4.    Alkalinity as Caco3 in water soluble ash : 
Five grams of Pancha lavana mezhugu converted to ash, boiled with 
water, filtered. Filtrate was titrated against 0.1N of Hcl using Phenophthalein 
as an indicator. 
Alkalinity of water soluble ash = X x of acid / 0.1 x W. 
X  = Titre value. 
W = Weight of the material taken. 
Alkalinity is given as ml of 0.1N of Hcl  equated to 1 gm. 
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5. Acid insoluble ash : 
Boil the ash for 5 minutes with 25 ml of 1:1 dilute Hcl. Collect the 
insoluble matter in Gooch – crucible on  an ash less filter paper, wash with hot 
water and ignite, cool in a dessicator and weigh. Calculate the percentage of 
acid insoluble ash with reference to the air dried drug. 
6. pH at 10% aqueous solution : 
Five grams of Pancha lavana mezhugu is weighed accurately and 
placed in clear 100 ml beaker. Then 50ml of distilled water is added to it and 
dissolved well. Wait for 30 minutes and then apply in to pH meter at standard 
buffer solution of 4.0, 7.0 and 9.2  
 
Successive Extraction: 
1. Hexane Extraction 
2. Chloroform extraction 
3. Methanol extraction 
 
 
X – RAY FLOURESCENCE SPECTROMETRY 
STUDY 
 The XRF analysis of “Panchalavana Mezhugu” was done at central 
electro chemical research Institute Karaikudi, Tamil Nadu 
Aim : 
 The primary aim of this study is to know the elements present in 
Panchalavana Mezhgu. 
Method: 
 The specimen in the sample holder (Often rotated to improve uniformity 
of exposure is irradiated with an unfiltered beam of primary X- rays which 
cause the elements present to emit their characteristic fluorescence lines. 
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ACUTE TOXICITY STUDIES OF 
PANCHALAVANA MEZHUGU-A SIDDHA DRUG 
 
Vehicle Used: 
                   Honey was used as vehicle. Starting dose was 5mg/kg. And the 
subsequent doses used were 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 
4000mg/kg p.o. 
 
Acute Toxicity Studies 
Pancha lavana mezhugu suspended in honey was administered to the 
groups of wistar rats in a single oral dose by gavage using a feeding needle. 
The control group received an equal volume of the honey vehicle. Ten 
females and ten males were used for each dosage level. The principles of 
laboratory animal care were followed and the Department’s ethical committee 
approved the use of the animals and the study design. Observations were 
made and recorded systematically 1, 2, 4 and 24 h after substance 
administration. The visual observations included skin changes, mobility, 
aggressiveness, sensitivity to sound and pain, as well as respiratory 
movements. They were deprived of food, but not water 16–18 h prior to the 
administration of the test suspension. Finally, the number of survivors was 
noted after 24 h and these animals were then maintained for a further 13 days 
and observations made daily. The toxicological effect was assessed on the 
basis of mortality, which was expressed as LD50.  
 
 Statistical analysis 
Either the analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Dunnet’s multiple 
comparison test (INSTAT-3 computer program) was employed to analyze the 
results statistically. A statistical comparison was carried out using the Duncan 
Multiple Range Test. All values were expressed as back transformed mean 
±S.D. Differences below the probability level of 0.05 were considered 
statistically significant. 
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ANTIULCEROGENIC EFFECT OF 
PANCHALAVANA MEZHUGU 
 
Abstract 
  
Antiulcerogenic effect of the panchalavana mezhugu was studied 
in aspirin + pylorus ligated rat models and analyzed for gastric volume, 
ulcer index, free and total acidity. Biochemical parameters like total 
proteins, total hexoses, hexosamine and fructose were also estimated. 
At the dose level of 400mg/kg it is significantly reduced both the gastric 
volume and the acidity of gastric juice. It also significantly promoted 
gastric mucus secretion by increasing total carbohydrates and 
decreasing the protein concentration in aspirin + pylorus ligated rats. 
The results suggest that panchalavana mezhugu at the dose level of 
400mg/kg possess antiulcer activity. The results were compared with 
the standard drug Ranitidine (50mg/kg), a H2 receptor antagonist. It is 
well known that most of the available anti-inflammatory drugs are 
ulcerogenic. So, the effect of panchalavana mezhugu has been 
evaluated on aspirin+pylorus ligation induced ulcer model in rats. 
 
Materials and Methods  
 
Panchalavana Mezhugu:  
 
The fresh drug was prepared by the standard siddha method. 
 
Animals used:  
 Adult male Wistar albino rats weighing 180-250g were used for 
the experiment. The animals were housed in polypropylene cages at 
240±20C and were fed with proper food and water ad libitum throughout 
the experiment. The animals were divided in 5 groups of 6 animals 
each. The project got clearance from the institutional animal ethical 
committee (IAEC). ( copy of the approval enclosed). 
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Drug solution:  
  
The test drug panchalavana mezhugu and the standard drug 
ranitidine were suspended in 1% SCMC before experiment and given 
orally for 10 days during the experiment.  The therapeutic dose was 
fixed after conducting toxicity test as 400mg/kg. 
Based on the average animal body weight the stock solution 
concentration was adjusted as 100mg/ml. 
 
Aspirin+pyloric ligation induced ulcer model30:  
  
The method followed for the evaluation of anti ulcerogenic activity 
as described below. Out of 5 groups, group I served as normal control 
and received water. Group II served as solvent control and received 1% 
SCMC. Group III served as aspirin control, while group IV served as 
treatment group received PLM (400mg/kg/po) and Group V served as 
standard received Ranitidine (50 mg/kg/po) once daily, orally for 10 
days, respectively. From day 8th to 10th, animals in groups III, IV, and V 
received aspirin orally as an aqueous suspension at a dose of 
200mg/kg, 2 hr after the administration of the drugs. Pylorus ligation 
was carried out on 18 hr fasted rats on the 11th day. After 4 hr of pylorus 
ligation, the animals were sacrificed by decapitation. The stomach was 
cut open along the greater curvature and the gastric juice was collected, 
centrifuged and subjected to biochemical analysis, the volume of the 
supernatant was expressed as ml/100g body.wt. The stomach was 
washed with normal saline, and the lesions were observed using a 
binocular magnifier. The gastric ulcers were measured and the ulcer 
index was determined. 
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Estimation of total and free acidity:  
  
The total and free acidity were determined by titrating with 0.01M 
NaOH using phenolphthalein and Topfer’s reagent. The total and free 
acids were expressed as mEq/1. total acid output was also calculated.  
 
Biochemical investigations:  
  
Mucin activity was estimated in the muco substances obtained by 
precipitating twice the gastric secretion with 90% ethanol in 1:9 ratio. 
The precipitate obtained was divided into two parts, one part was 
dissolved in 1ml of 0.1N NaOH and the other part in 1ml of 0.1N H2SO4. 
The former was used for the estimation of protein, total hexoses, 
hexosamine and fructose. The results are expressed in mg/ml. the ratio 
of total carbohydrates (sum of total hexoses, hexosamine and fructose) 
to protein was taken as the index of mucin activity. 
 
Statistical analysis:  
  
The data are expressed as mean ±SE. Results were analysed 
statistically by One-Way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 
comparison using SPSS software Student’s version. The intergroup 
difference was considered significant at P<0.05. 
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RESULTS AND OBSERVATION 
 
Results of Bio-Chemical Analysis : 
The drug Panchalavana Mezhugu contains : 
 Copper 
 Zinc 
 Magnesium  
 Calcium 
 Sulphate 
 Phosphate 
 Carbonate 
 Iron 
 Reducing Sugar 
 Alkaloid 
 Albumin 
Results of Physical Properties : 
1. Loss on drying    -  12.3 %  
2. Ash value     -  36.44 % 
3. Water soluble ash    - 46.59 % 
4. Alkalinity as CaCo3 in water soluble ash -         0.16% 
5. Acid insoluble ash     -        1.52% 
6. pH at 10% aqueous solution            -         9.28 
 
Successive Extraction: 
1. Hexane Extraction – 0.08% 
2. Chloroform Extraction – 0.04% 
3. Methanol Extraction – 9.08% 
 
RESULTS OF X – RAY FLUORESCENCE STUDY: 
  
Copper,  Zinc, Iron 
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RESULTS OF ACUTE TOXICITY  
Acute toxicity-Results: 
No death was recorded during the treatment period in either the control 
or treated groups given upto the maximum of 4g/kg of Pancha lavana 
mezhugu orally. The animals did not show any major changes in general 
behavior or other physiological activities. There were no significant differences 
between the control and treated groups in the toxic symptoms of male and 
female rats. But the symptoms like continuous grooming, aggressive 
behaviour at high dose range, not responding to stimuli, sedation abdominal 
muscle twitch in all the group and nasal secretion was generally observed in 
the animals (Table-2).  
No pathological alterations were grossly detected in vital organs after 
sacrificing. The organs of both control and treated groups were unremarkable 
and comparable to each sex. No further evidence of histopathological 
changes was seen. There were no significant differences between the control 
and treated groups in the body and organ weights of male and female rats 
(Table 3).  
Pathological examinations of the tissues on a gross and macroscopic 
basis indicated that there were no detectable abnormalities. There must be a 
point, however, at which it can be concluded that a test substance is 
practically non-toxic or non-lethal after an acute exposure. This test limit for 
acute oral toxicity is generally considered to be 4.0 g/kg body weight. If no 
mortality is observed at this dose level, a higher dosage is generally not 
necessary (Hayes, 1989). It is important to stress that the significant changes 
seen were mild in nature, but it should be borne in mind that these changes 
did occur.  
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Table 2 
Incremental dose finding experiment and its Signs of Toxicity 
 
No Treatment Dose 
mg/kg 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1. I 5 + - - + + + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
2 II 10 + - - + + + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
3 III 50 - - - + + + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
4 IV 100 - - - + + + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
5 V 250 - - - + + + - + - - + - + - - - - - + - 
6 VI 500 - - - + - + - + - - + - + + - - - - - - 
7 VII 1000 - - - + - - - + - -- + + ++ + - - + - - - 
8 VIII 2000 - - - + - - - - - - + + ++ + ++ + + - - - 
9 IX 4000 - + + + + - ++ + - - ++ + ++ + ++ ++ + - - - 
 
1. Alertness 2. Aggressiveness 3. Pile erection 4. Grooming  5. Gripping  
6. Touch Response 7. Increased Motor Activity 8. Tremors 9. 
Convulsions 10. Muscle Spasm 11. Catatonia 12. Muscle relaxant 13. 
Hypnosis 14. Analgesia 15.Lacrimation 16. Exophthalmos 17. Diarrhoea 
18. Writhing 19. Respiration 20.Number of Deaths (Mortality) 
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Table 3. Organ to body weight ratio and haematological variables of 
rats, 24 h after oral administration PLM. 
 
Parameters 
 
Male Female 
Control PLM Control PLM
Lung 0.715 ± 0.030 0.77 ± 0.028* 0.78 ± 0.053 0.80 ± 0.03
Liver 3.11 ± 0.082 3.67 ± 0.050** 3.86 ± 0.069 3.90 ± 0.025
Spleen 0.32 ± 0.044 0.31 ± 0.57 0.42 ± 0.055 0.44 ± 0.051
Kidney 0.63 ± 0.051 0.73 ± 0.047* 0.75 ± 0.054 0.77 ± 0.077
Heart 0.378 ± 0.050 0.311 ± 0.031 0.37 ± 0.071 0.37 ± 0.083
Heamoglobin(g%) 12.4 ± 1.90 12.89 ± 2.53 12.66 ± 2.89 11.80 ± 2.62
RBC (106/mm3) 4.32 ± 0.63 4.51 ± 0.60 4.451 ± 0.506 4.061 ± 0.70
PCV (% Volume) 39.11 ± 5.030 40.55 ± 4.38 36.61 ± 4.57 38.37 ± 4.49
Platelets (105/mm3) 2.87 ± 0.597 2.97 ± 0.633 2.78 ± 0.52 2.80 ± 0.53
WBC (103/mm3) 9247 ±145.20 9432 ± 278.92 9396 ± 663.43 9353 ± 161.15
Polymorphs (%) 55.12 ± 6.69 56.83 ± 4.53 59.84± 6.50 60.78 ± 3.14
Lymphocytes (%) 36.90 ± 3.28 36.21± 2.80 39.06 ± 6.94 37.94 ± 3.48
Eosinophils (%) 0.51 ± 0.13 0.516 ± 0.194 0.583 ± 0.194 0.483 ± 0.132
 
Values are mean±SEM (n=5); *P<0.05: **P<0.01 significantly different from 
control. 
 
 
 
Heamoglobin % of Control & PLM groups of Male and Female 
12.4
12.66
12.89
11.8
11.2
11.4
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11.8
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12.4
12.6
12.8
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Control
Plm
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RBC values  of Control & PLM groups of Male and Female 
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4
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PCV values  of Control & PLM groups of Male and Female 
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Platelets  of Control & PLM groups of Male and Female 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.87
2.97
2.78
2.8
2.65
2.7
2.75
2.8
2.85
2.9
2.95
3
Control Plm
Male
Female
WBC  of Control & PLM groups of Male and Female 
9247
9432
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9353
9150
9200
9250
9300
9350
9400
9450
Control Plm
Male
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RESULTS OF ANTI ULCEROGENIC EFFECT 
STUDY OF PANCHA LAVANA MEZHUGU 
  
Aspirin, which is a known ulcerogenic drug plus pyloric ligation 
significantly increased the gastric volume, total acidity, free acidity, ulcer 
index, and total acid output and protein concentration in gastric juice, but 
decreased the individual carbohydrate concentrations like hexose, and 
hexosamine. However, fructose remained unaffected (Table 4 and 5). 
 Administration of PLM at a dose of 400mg/kg normalized all these 
alterations observed in aspirin+pylorus ligated rats. The TC: P ratio was 
increased in the drug treated groups, which indicates its mucin modulatory 
activity. Ranitidine, the standard drug significantly (P<0.001) reduced 
ulceration induced by aspirin + pyloric ligation. 
          The histopathology of stomach of aspirin treated animals showed 
ulceration with haemorrhage and discontinuity in the mucosal epithelial lining 
with exudates in the lumen. The tissue also showed submucosal edema with 
hyper plastic mucosal glands. The animals treated with PLM showed normal 
mucosa with very mild ulcer and edema. The results of PLM are comparable 
to that of ranitidine treated rats. 
In all the experimental models the precipitating factor in inducing 
gastric ulcer was an increase in acid-pepsin activity with or without reduction 
in the mucosal resistance. Ulcerogens like ACTH, cortisone, aspirin and 
phenylbutazone reduce the rate of secretion of mucus by the canine stomach 
and reduce the concentration of protein bound carbohydrates in these 
secretions. These agents injure the gastric mucosa by reducing its ability to 
form a protective layer of mucus. In addition, the ACTH and cortisone 
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decrease the rate of renewal of surface epithelial cells while aspirin increase 
the rate of exfoliation of surface epithelial cells. An increased loss of mucosal 
cells without a concomitant increase in cell replacement could lead to a 
patchy mucosal denucleation, erosions and bleeding. Aspirin induces gastric 
ulcers by causing back diffusion of H+ions into the mucosal cells. In pyloric 
ligation, ulcers are caused by acid and peptic activity. The stomach digestive 
effect of accumulated gastric juice in the induction of gastric ulcers is well 
documented in the pylorus ligation model. 
 In the present study, PLM have been shown to possess anti-ulcer 
activity against experimentally induced acute ulcer model (aspirin + pyloric 
ligation model). PLM significantly reduced the acid secretory parameters as 
well as the gastric volume, ulcer index and total acid output. They also 
increased the individual carbohydrate concentrations (hexoses, hexosamine 
and fructose) and total carbohydrate: protein ratio(TC :P ). The increase in 
individual carbohydrate content in PLM treated groups over that of the 
untreated ulcer group appears to be due to stimulation of mucus secretion. 
The more the mucus production, the less was the degree of ulceration. 
 Aspirin causes leakage of plasma protein into gastric juice. This 
reflects the increased protein concentration in the gastric juice of aspirin 
control rats. PLM reduced the protein concentrations by reducing the leakage 
of proteins into gastric juice. The total carbohydrate: protein ratio serves as a 
direct index of gastric mucosal defense i.e. reflection of mucin activity. Its 
increase represents augmented mucosal protective activity. As the PLM 
appears to strengthen the mucosal barrier it can be categorized as 
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mucoprotective agent. The histopathological evaluation further suggests the 
mucoprotective activity of PLM in aspirin + pylorus ligated ulcer model in rats. 
  
The percentage of inhibition of ulcer is calculated by comparing the 
control with test and standard respectively. 
By using the formula ,  
     For test drug                                                                                                  
 Percentage of inhibition of ulcer = control – test / control x 100                                     
                         ( POI )  %  for test drug   =  48.71% 
                          For standard drug 
             Percentage of inhibition of ulcer = control – standard / standard x 100 
                         (POI )  % for standard drug  = 66.27 % 
 
On comparing the percentage of inhibition of ulcer of the test drug with 
the standard drug,  it is understood that the test drug is having 
Significant ulcer protective activity 
 
Table 4. 
Effect of PLM on total and free acidity, gastric volume and ulcer index 
[Values are mean ± SE from 6 animals in each group 
Groups  Total acidity 
(mEq/l) 
Free acidity 
(mEq/l) 
Gastric 
Volume 
(ml/100g)  
Ulcer index 
Control 
SCMC control  
Aspirin + ligation control 
Ranitidine (50mg/kg) 
PLM (400mg/kg) 
 
162.00±6.16 
161.50±1.68*
251.00±3.05 
180.00±1.52*
199.50±1.17*
 
116.00±1.39 
11933±1.11* 
181.50±2.39 
133.83±1.90*
147.50±1.58*
 
2.55±0.03 
2.51±0.01* 
4.97±0.04 
3.09±0.03* 
3.58±0.02* 
 
1.11±0.02 
1.10±0.04* 
4.27±0.05 
1.44±0.06* 
2.19±0.04* 
 
*P values <0.001 as compared to aspirin + ligation control 
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Total Acidity and Free Acidity of Aspirin + Ligation control, Ranitidine 
and PLM 
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
Total acidity Free acdity
Asp+Lig Cont Ranitidine PLM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gastric Volume and Ulcer Index of Aspirin + Ligation control, Ranitidine 
and PLM 
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Table – 5  
Effect of PLM on Total and free acidity, gastric volume and ulcer index 
(Values are mean + SE from 6 animals in each group 
 
*P values: <0.001 as compared to aspirin + ligation control 
TC-Total carbohydrate, P-Protein  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Groups  Protein (mg/ml) Hexose  
(mg/ml) 
Hexosamine 
(mg/ml) 
Fructose 
(mg/ml) 
TC (mg/ml) TC:P 
Control 
 
SCMC control  
Aspirin + 
ligation 
control 
Ranitidine 
(50mg/kg) 
PLM 
(400mg/kg) 
 
258.18±3.96 
 
255.29±3.43* 
 
442.55±7.50* 
 
 
304.56±2.44* 
 
345.44±3.09* 
 
1047.25±17.56 
 
1035.99±20.93* 
 
620.85±5.15* 
 
 
976.16±10.59* 
 
789.50±20.41* 
 
430.92±15.46 
 
422.29±7.20* 
 
175.43±8.10* 
 
 
356.72±12.33* 
 
267.60±14.31* 
 
96.48±1.02 
 
94.48±1.18 
 
89.69±0.97 
 
 
101.06±0.99 
 
97.47±0.34 
 
1634.25±19.51 
 
1626.10±17.20* 
 
919.68±11.74* 
 
 
1501.36±20.34* 
 
1204.32±22.20* 
 
6.31±0.12 
 
6.36±0.09* 
 
2.07±0.04* 
 
 
4.92±0.07* 
 
3.75±0.10* 
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DISCUSSION 
 The drug Pancha lavana Mezhugu was selected to find its efficacy in 
the management of Gunmam (Peptic ulcer) . 
The literary evidences from the text sikitcha ratna deepam strongly 
support the anti-ulcerogenic and muco -protective activity of the drug 
Bio- chemical analysis of the drug Panchalvana Mezhugu reveals the 
presence of Sulphate, Carbonate, Copper, Iron, Zinc, Calcium and 
Magnesium  
Copper: 
 Copper complexes such as Copper Aspirinate and copper tryptophate, 
markedly increase healing rate of ulcers and wounds, copper complexes heal 
gastric ulcer five days sooner than other reagents.  In siddha text, copper is 
called as Gunmakalan which means it cures Gunmam (Peptic ulcer).  From 
the above inference it is proved that copper helps in healing peptic ulcer. 
Zinc: 
   Zinc may be efficacious in the treatment of malnutrition, acne, peptic 
ulcers, leg ulcers, infertility, Wilson’s disease and herpes. 
Magnesium: 
 Magnesium hydroxide is a more effective antacid than aluminium.  It is 
non – absorbable antacid so, it is always preferred.  It neutralizes the acid. 
Sulphate: 
 Sulphur is known as healing mineral.  Protamine sulphate accelerates 
gastric ulcer healing through a mucosal nitric oxide  dependent pathways., 
Acid inhibition properties contributes in part to the ulcer healing action of 
protamine sulphate.  
Iron: 
 Iron increases blood circulation to the wound, supplies more oxygen 
and heals the wound. 
 
 
 
Carbonate: 
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 The action of the carbonates of the alkalies is almost entirely that of the 
OH on that of the metal being negligible.  They possess a characteristic, 
soapy taste in the mouth.  Where they dissolve mucus and neutratlse acid 
secretions.  
Calcium: 
 Calcium in the form of calcium carbonate is an antacid.  It is an 
absorbable antacid, which neutralizes the stomach acid. 
 
Acute toxicity study of Panchalavana mezhugu. 
 In the acute toxicity studies no mortality is occurred up to the 
dose level of 4000mg /kg.  It proves that the above drug is having wide 
safety margin.   
 
Anti- ulcer activity of Panchalavana mezhugu 
 In the present study, PLM have been shown to possess anti-ulcer 
activity against experimentally induced acute ulcer model (aspirin + 
pyloric ligation model).  
 PLM significantly reduced the acid secretory parameters as well as the 
gastric volume, ulcer index and total acid output.  
 They also increased the individual carbohydrate concentrations 
(hexoses, hexosamine and fructose) and total carbohydrate: protein 
ratio(TC :P ).  
 The increase in individual carbohydrate content in PLM treated groups 
over that of the untreated ulcer group appears to be due to stimulation 
of mucus secretion. The more the mucus production, the less was the 
degree of ulceration. 
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 The PLM appears to strengthen the mucosal barrier it can be 
categorized as mucoprotective agent. The histopathological evaluation 
further suggests the mucoprotective activity of PLM in aspirin + pylorus 
ligated ulcer model in rats. 
 ( POI )  %  for test drug   =  48.71% 
 (POI )  % for standard drug  = 66.27 % 
Siddha Aspects: 
 The drug “Panchalavana Mezhugu” which contains five salts as its 
ingredient.  The organoleptic character of the drug is “Uppu suvai” &  
“Inippu suvai”.    
 According to siddha text Gunmam is caused due to the derangement of 
vatha thathu.  It is mentioned as follows. 
 “okimIuik!hf<klziK!Ge<ll<!uviK#!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!OkjvbI!
! The deranged vatha thathu is regulated by the use of the 
substances which possess uppu, inippu and pulippu suvai. It is 
mentioned as follows. 
 “uik!Olzqm<miz<!lKvl<!HtqBh<H” 
      - g{<[silqbl<!
 From this it is understood that uppu suvai regulates “Vatha thathu”. 
 The inippu suvai of honey regulates the “Pitha thathu” by increasing 
Iyyya thathu. 
 The drug Panchalavana Mezhugu  possessing  uppu and 
inippu suvai will be suitable for the treatment of gunmam and its safety 
is proved from the acute toxicity study. 
SUMMARY 
 
 The drug “Panchalavana  Meghuzu” has been selected for the study 
to evaluate its efficacy in the management of Gunmam. 
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 The literature collection describes the Anti-ulcer activity of the drug 
Pancha Lavana Mezhugu. 
 
 The Bio chemical analysis of the drug contains Sulphate, phosphate, 
carbonae, copper, Iron, Zinc, Calcium, Magnesium,  Reducing sugar, alkaloid 
& albumin. 
 
 The XRF analysis of the drug showed that it contains copper, Zinc,. 
Iron. 
  
The Acute toxicity study shows that the drug is very safe and no 
significant adverse effects up to dose level of 4000mg / kg. 
  
The pharmacological study shows that the drug has significant anti –
ulcer activity and muco protective activity at the dose level of 400 mg / kg. 
  
The incredients of the drug PLM is easily available in all seasons and 
the method of preparation is easy and cost effective. 
  
CONCLUSION 
 
 From the pharmacological studies and literature evidences I conclude 
that the drug Pancha lavana Mezhugu has got Muco – protective and  
Anti –ulcerogenic activity.  So, it can be given in the management of 
Gunmam. 
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